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• NEDONNA BEACH, FOREDUNE MANAGEMENT IN TILLAMOOK COUNTY

INTRODUCTION

There are 138 miles of foredune in various stages of•
stabilization on the Oregon Coast, 60 out of these 138

miles are "active" foredunes, an unstable landform subject

• to wind erosion and ocean flooding. One aim of Oregon's

statewide planning Goal 18, the Beaches and Dunes Goal, is

to prevent future development in such hazardous dune

• areas. Among other requirements, the Beaches and Dunes

Goal prohibits new residential and commercial development

on active foredunes. Although undeveloped foredunes in

• the state remain protected by Goal 18, many active

foredune areas were platted for residential subdivisions

before their unsuitability for development was realized.

• These may be developed.

Foredunes form a first line of defense against the

energy of breaking waves. They also serve as a reservoir

• of sand for the beach during severe storms. Since storm

resistance increases with dune height, large dune areas

that have been leveled in preparation for development

• increase the potential for ocean flooding and erosion

damage to shoreline development. To protect existing

development, Goal 18 prohibits any man-made alterations

• to active foredunes, including grading of foredunes to

maintain an ocean view or grading to provide easy beach

•
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•
access.

Along developed shorelines of the Oregon coast, the

•
	 prohibition against foredune grading quickly became an

important coastal management issue. Where foredunes are

accreting, property owners either grade the foredune in

•
	 response to sand inundation of a dwelling or they will

grade the foredune in order to maintain a view of breaking

waves on the beach. Under these circumstances, Goal 18's

•	 prohibition on foredune grading did not work well;

homeowner's were willing to incur minimal fines and

illegally grade the foredune. Local governments are

•	 subsequently faced with a difficult enforcement burden.

In response to public pressure to modify these

restraints and the difficulty cited by local governments

•	 to implement this goal requirement, Goal 18 was amended

in October, 1984. The amendment removed the prohibition

against foredune grading and replaced it with controlled

• foredune grading as part of an overall dune management

plan. Prior to formal adoption of the foredune grading

amendments by the Land Conservation and Development

• Commission (LCDC), Tillamook County was actively being

considered by the Department of Land Conservation and

Development (DLCD) as the location for a model study to

• demonstrate implementation of the new foredune grading

provisions specified in Goal 18.

•
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Tillamook County has 52 miles of shoreline which is

characterized by pocket sand beaches between rocky

headlands. Almost 26 miles of this shoreline are•
characterized by dunes. Many of the dune areas are

associated with bay barrier sand spits that form estuary

•
	 embayments at river mouths. From north to south these

include Nehalem Bay, Tillamook Bay, Netarts Bay and

Nestucca Bay. Other important dune areas occur along the

•
	 sequence of coastal lakes near the city of Rockaway Beach,

the Sand Lake estuary, and south of Nestucca Bay to

Cascade Head.

•

	

	 The sand dunes in Tillamook County are mostly younger

stabilized dunes (2,745 acres) and older stabilized dunes

(1,700 acres). There are about 730 acres of active

foredunes including 19 miles of shoreline mapped as active

foredune and 6.9 miles mapped as conditionally stable

foredunes. (Soil Conservation Service, 1975)

•
	 Compared to other coastal counties in Oregon,

Tillamook has not only one of the longest shorelines

characterized by active foredunes, but nearly twice as

•	 many miles of shoreline eligible for foredune grading

under Goal 18 (Table 1).	 Areas in the county that are

eligible for foredune management are represented by nine

•	 beachfront communities which are, from north to south:

Manzanita, Necarney City, Nedonna, Rockaway Beach, Twin

•
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•
Rocks, Watsco, Terra del Mar, Pacific City and Neskowin.

Table 1: Shoreline Comparison of Coastal Counties in
•

Oregon

# miles Clatsop Tillamook Lincoln Lane Douglas Coos Curry 

Total
• Shoreline 31	 53	 54	 29	 17	 49	 82

Active
Foredune	 9.9	 19.0	 2.6	 4.0	 7.5 19.0

Other
• Foredune	 5.6	 6.9	 12.0	 11.5	 12.0	 22.0	 6.0

Total
Foredune	 15.5	 25.9	 .14.6	 11.5	 16.0	 29.5 25.0

*Eligible
• Foredune	 1.0	 7.0	 3.8	 0.3	 0.7

Per Goal 18

* Peter Bond, Beach and Trails Coordinator, Department of
Transportation, Parks and Recreation, personal communication, 1986.

Nedonna Beach, located on the central coast of

Tillamook County, was eventually selected as the case

•	 study area. This assignment also coincided with my three

month MRM internship in the County's Planning Department.

For three months, beginning in July 1984, I began what

•	 evolved into almost a two year process to develop the

foredune management plan for Nedonna Beach. After the

three month internship, I joined the Planning Department

• as their coastal resource planner. In this capacity, I

was able to maintain a long-term, active role in the

•
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•
project.

As one member of a team of three consultants, my role

•
	 was to provide a perspective from the discipline of

oceanography, to incorporate new dune management policies

into the County's Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance,

•
	 and, to function as a liaison between the citizens of

Nedonna Beach and the project leaders.

This latter role was very important to the success of

•
	 the project for two reasons. First, an underlying

assumption in foredune management planning is that

property owners will work together to manage a stretch of

•
	 beach. However, unless affected landowners are allowed

input and participation, there can be only limited

success. Second, although the majority of the residents

are second-homeowners and reside at Nedonna primarily

during the summer, several individuals have lived in the

area for 30 years or more. Their periodic observations of

•	 the Nedonna shoreline provided important verification of

historic cycles of erosion and accretion in the area that

were proposed by the project consultants.

•

•
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• FOREDUNE GRADING PROBLEM

Background 

•	 DLCD Advisory Committee

In May, 1984, a Foredune Advisory Committee was

formed by the DLCD to evaluate the issue of foredune

•	 grading. Their task was to make recommendations to DLCD

on two fundamental questions:

(1) Is it possible to alter foredunes by grading without

•	 compromising the ability of foredunes to provide flood and

erosion protection?

(2) How should grading or similar activities be regulated

to assure these benefits are not significantly reduced or

destroyed?

•
	 Foredune Management Principles

The Advisory Committee agreed foredunes could be

managed [graded], however, they were not able to answer

•
	 the question of how foredune grading could be regulated

without compromising the benefits of flood and erosion

protection.

•
The Advisory Committee left DLCD with a list of

foredune management "principles" to serve as guidelines to

further evaluate foredune grading. The principles

• developed by the Advisory Committee were as follows:

•
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"(1) Foredune management should be planned for on an
area-wide basis because the geologic processes of
flooding, erosion, sand movement, wind patterns, and
littoral drift affect entire stretches of shoreline.

(2) Sand dune management should only be allowed
where there is a plan for an entire stretch of beach
which deals comprehensively with dune management by:

- Identifying minimum height and width
requirements for flood and erosion protection;

- Setting priorities for low and narrow areas
which need to be filled in;

- Prescribing standards for redistribution of
sand, and temporary and permanent
stabilization;

- Considering effects of wind erosion or
deposition;

- Identifying possible fire hazards and consider
use of fire resistant plants for
stabilization; and

- Identifying areas where private, public, and
emergency access to the beach is appropriate.

(3) Decisions on foredune management should be based
on clear information about the long term stability of
the particular stretch of shoreline to be managed.
Emphasis should be placed on the following factors:

- Source of sand to the beach;

- Height and extent of ocean flooding;

- Littoral drift patterns and trends;

- Patterns of short-term accretion and erosion
(including wind erosion); and

- Effects of beachfront protective structures on
beach sand supply and littoral drift.

(4) Dune management should not be allowed to
"create" views for shoreline areas which are not now
developed.

•

•
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(5) Foredune management in developed areas should
establish a continuous foredune of minimum height and
width along a stretch of shoreline. While this will
allow lowering in some areas, it may mean other areas
will have to be built up.

(6) Alterations shall not increase the area subject
to 100 year flooding. This will mean setting some
minimum height below which foredunes may not be
lowered.

(7) Where lowering of the foredune is allowed, sand
should be kept in the beach foredune system by a
combination of filling in low spots in the foredune
and widening the foredune. Disturbed areas shall be
stabilized, and vegetative cover shall be maintained
or re-established. Temporary measures, such as sand
fencing, and permanent measures, such as planting of
dune grass, shall be undertaken immediately in areas
where graded sand is deposited.

(8) Some special district should implement the
management plan to assure that positive measures,
such as building up of low areas, are undertaken."

The DLCD later amended this list with two additional

"principles" or guidelines;

"(1) Dune management cannot be carried out
effectively on a lot-by-lot basis because of these
area-wide programs and the off-site effects of
changes to the dunes. And;

(2) Minimum [foredune] height should be at least
four feet above 100 year flood height consistent with
FEMA regulations for levees and flood protection
structures."

1984 Goal 18 Amendments

• Several of these eight principles were eventually

incorporated into the foredune grading amendments to Goal

18. Goal 18 was amended to read as follows:

•

•
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"Grading or sand movement necessary to maintain views
or to prevent sand inundation may be allowed for
structures in foredune areas only if the area is
committed to development and only as part of an
overall plan for managing foredune grading. A
foredune grading plan shall include the following
elements based on consideration of factors affecting
the stability of the shoreline to be managed
including sources of sand, ocean flooding, and
patterns of accretion and erosion (including wind
erosion), and effects of beachfront protective
structures and jetties. The plan shall:

(a) Cover an entire beach and foredune areas subject
to an accretion problem, including adjacent areas
potentially affected by changes in flooding, erosion,
or accretion as a result of dune grading;

(b) Specify minimum dune height and width
requirements to be maintained for protection from
flooding and erosion. The minimum height for flood
protection is 4 feet above the 100 year flood
elevation;

(c) Identify and set priorities for low and narrow
dune areas which need to be built up;

(d) Prescribe standards for redistribution of sand
and temporary and permanent stabilization measures
including the timing of these activities; and

(e) Prohibit removal of sand from the beach-foredune
system.

The Commission shall, by January 1, 1987, evaluate
plans and actions which implement this requirement
and determine whether or not they have interfered
with maintaining the integrity of beach and dune
areas and minimize flooding and erosion problems. If
the Commission determines that these measures have
interfered it shall initiate Goal amendment
proceedings to revise or repeal these requirements."

Shortly after the adoption of these Goal 18

amendments in October, 1984, DLCD proposed to fund a

• foredune management study that would demonstrate how the

new Goal 18 amendments should be implemented. By funding

•
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such a study, DLCD hoped to establish a model for similar

studies in other areas.

•

•
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Nedonna/Rockaway Foredune Management Study

Nedonna Beach was eventually selected by DLCD as the

site for a foredune management study. 	 The reasons why it

was selected over other potential sites includes: (1) it

appeared to be a relatively simple dune system yet

representative of situations where foredune grading could

be appropriate, (2) the landowners in the area and

Tillamook County were willing to participate in the study,

•	 and (3) because illegal foredune grading was a recurring

problem in the area.

Study Objectives

•

	

	
While a major emphasis of the study would address

"limiting or controlling man-made alterations to beaches

and dunes in the Nedonna Beach area to maximize protection

•	 from flooding and erosion and minimize interference with

natural dune process," the study would also aim to develop

specific standards on various beach and dune alterations

in addition to standards on foredune grading for view

maintenance.

The project was initially designed to include two

• elements: (1) a technical report that addressed erosion,

flooding, and coastal processes in the study area and (2)

a Management Plan that would describe measures for

•	
managing the dunes to minimize flooding and erosion

identified in the Technical Report. A major element of

•
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•
The Management Plan would also address the when, how and

where grading of foredunes could be allowed. It was

eventually decided that such information should be

assembled into a third document, the Grading Plan.

The Technical Report, Management Plan, and Grading

•	 Plan would be developed by a consultant or team of

consultants selected by DLCD. The consultant(s) would,

however, be required to work with DLCD and a project

•	 advisory committee. Requests for proposals were released

in March, 1985 by the DLCD.	 Although work was scheduled

to begin in March and completed by November, 1985, the

•	 completion date was gradually pushed forward and forward,

more than a year later.

The team of consultants eventually hired included

•	 Fred Glick and Associates, landscape-architects, Roger

Redfern, engineering-geologist, and Wilbur Ternyik, sand

stabilization consultant. The project advisory committee

•	 (PAC) included a representative from the city of Rockaway

Beach (Mayor), two representatives from Tillamook County

(coastal planner, planning commission member), a

•	 representative from the Clatsop-Tillamook Intergovernment

Council, a representative each from the Oregon Shores

Conservation Coalition and the Oregon Coastal Zone

•	 Management Association, a representative from the Soil

Conservation Service, the Floodplain Manager for DLCD, a

•
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landowner from Nedonna, a representative from a local

engineering firm, the Ocean Shores Manager from the Parks

and Recreation Department, a representative from the

Division of State Lands, and the coastal extension

specialist from Oregon State University.

•	 At the county's request, a citizens' advisory

committee (CAC) was added to the study's framework. The

purpose of the CAC, which was comprised of landowners from

•	 Nedonna and the city of Rockaway Beach, was to inform the

consultants of any gaps in community needs and to relay

news and progress of the study to other beachfront

•	 landowners in their community. The CAC included six

landowners from Nedonna and one from Rockaway Beach. The

county also initiated a newsletter, the "Nedonna News," to

•	 inform all beachfront residents in Nedonna of major

achievements and problems encountered as the study

progressed. Several public meetings were also held in

•	 Rockaway Beach and Portland, to display work products and

to answer questions

Description of Study Area - Nedonna Beach

During the 19th century, the Nedonna Beach area was a

sand bar in the mouth of the Nehalem River. Aerial photos

taken in 1939 show the area was mostly bare sand with some•
scattered driftwood. Nedonna Beach is now a relatively

•
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•	 stable area as the result of several possible events,

including

(1) the spread of European Beachgrass which created

•	
a large foredune;

(2) the accumulation of sediment and driftwood

during the mid-twentieth century due to "poor"

•	
agricultural and logging practices, including the

Tillamook Burn; and

(3) the extension of the Tillamook jetties in 1932-

1933 and restoration of the Nehalem jetties in 1982, which

changed the equilibrium shape of the beach between the two

jetty systems.
•

The Nedonna Beach subdivision was platted in 1946.

There are presently 30 vacant beachfront lots from the

original 144 lot subdivision of beachfront and non-
•

beachfront parcels.

Existing dwellings along the Nedonna beachfront are

used primarily for vacation homes; only four of the
•

seventy-one beachfront lots are occupied by year-round

residents. Of the remaining beachfront home-owners, the

majority have permanent residences in the Portland
•

metropolitan area.

The Nedonna Beach area is presently zoned for low

density residential development. The average assessed•
valuation (1984-1985)of a 6,000 square foot beachfront lot

•
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• in Nedonna is $46,329 (range $40,091 - $50,636.). Other

beachfront property in the county that is also committed

to residential development ranges in valuation from

$30,000 to $90,000.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•	 FOREDUNE GRADING ANALYSIS

Background 

•	 Study Area Boundaries

Goal 18 requires that a foredune management plan

"cover an entire beach and foredune area subject to

•	 accretion problem, including adjacent areas potentially

affected by changes in flooding, erosion, or accretion as

a result of dune grading." Since the Nedonna Beach area

•	 was identified early in the project as experiencing the

most severe accretion problem along the Nedonna-Rockaway

Beach shoreline, a major decision required by the

•	 consultants was to determine how much additional area

outside of Nedonna should be included in the technical

study and the management plan.

•
Methodology

For purposes of the Technical Report, the boundaries

of the Nedonna-Rockaway study was determined not so much

by any predetermined set of criteria, but more as a result

of the presence of major coastal geomorphic features north

•	 and south of Nedonna Beach. A consensus was eventually

reached between DLCD, the contractors, and the members of

the Technical Advisory Committee, that the boundaries of

•
	 the study area should be set according to the two nearest

headlands. It would have been more difficult to determine

•
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these boundaries, if it were not for the close proximity

of these two headlands north and south of Nedonna-Rockaway

beach.

The study area for the Technical Report included the

shoreline area from Neahkahnie headland on the north to

Cape Meares headland on the south, a distance of

approximately 17 miles. Halfway between these two basalt

headlands, the focus of the technical investigation was

the area between the jetties of Nehalem Bay on the north,

to the jetties of Tillamook Bay to the south, a distance

of approximately seven shoreline miles. Nedonna is

immediately south of the Nehalem Bay jetties.

Aerial photographs on file at the offices of the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers, the Oregon Department of

Transportation, and Tillamook County were used to map

historical shoreline changes from 1934 to 1984.

•

•

•

•

•
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• Technical Report Summary

Objective

The objective of the Technical Report was to describe
•

important coastal processes and features, to summarize

available information on flooding and erosion events, to

separate the study area into foredune management units
•

according to unique physical characteristics, and to

provide an evaluation of the present and future stability

of the foredune management units where grading can be
•

recommended.

The Request for Proposals (RFP) developed by DLCD

required that in addition to a technical evaluation of the•
feasibility of foredune grading, the consultants would

assemble maps of flooding and other inventory information.

Specifically, the RFP stated that the Technical Report•
should summarize information as follows:

(1) Flooding Patterns: Describe and map flooding

•
	 patterns in the study area using the best available

information, including FIRM (Flood Insurance Rate Maps)

which have been prepared by FEMA. This will include

•	 evaluating changes in flooding patterns that may be caused

by modifications to foredunes.

(2) Erosion/Accretion Patterns: Identify and

•	 describe the pattern of erosion and deposition in the

study area. Estimate the maximum extent of erosion likely

•
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•	 to occur over the next 30-60 years, including an

evaluation of erosion/accretion trends based on a

comparison of aerial photographs of the shoreline.

•

	

	
(3) Flooding and Erosion Factors: Identify and

describe factors which may increase erosion or damage to

shorefront properties such as shorefront protective

•	 structures, sand or driftwood removal, and foredune

breaching.

(4) Survey of Study Area: Provide a topography map

of the study area that includes (a) a Third Order Survey

with elevations tied to mean sea level, (b) two profiles

of the foredune crest, one in front of the existing

•	
structures and the second on the dune where the existing

structures occur, and (c) cross sections perpendicular to

the crest and across the foredune at 150 foot intervals,

•	
from mean lower low water to the leeward side of the

foredune.

(5) Map Inventory Information: Map available
•

inventory information at a scale of 1" = 200 feet to

include : (a) location of foredune, (b) limit of the

foreslope of active foredune (vegetation line), (c)
•

location of shorefront protective features, (d) 100-year

floodplain and velocity flooding areas, (e) line of

elevation four feet above the 100-year floodplain, (f)
•

line showing the area subject to maximum erosion event,

•
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• (g) location of existing dwellings and structures, (h)

areas where "development" existed on January 1, 1977,

using the definition of development in Goal 18, and (i)

• the state beach zone line.

(6) Hydrographic Information: Summarize existing

hydrographic survey data on nearshore bars from the mouth

• of the Nehalem River and as far south as hydrographic

surveys have been conducted.

(7) Flooding and Erosion Management: Identify

•	 management measures and techniques that would minimize

flooding and erosion identified in the study area.

and (8) Foredune Grading: Provide an evaluation of

•	
the advisability and feasibility of limited foredune

grading in the study area.

•	 Coastal Processes and Features

Offshore Processes

The offshore processes which affect marine

•	
coastlines include waves, winds, tides, and currents.

These processes are characterized by extreme

variability and a generally high level of activity. Where

•	
mobile beach material is present, this material can be

subject to considerable, and often rapid, changes both in

time and space. Oregon's sand beaches provide an
•

excellent arena in which to observe offshore processes at

•
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work in a high energy environment.

Tides combined with storm surges and large waves can

be an important shoreline altering process. The tidal

elevations on the Oregon coast range from 3.5 feet below

mean lower low water (— 7.6 feet below mean sea level) to

10.3 feet above MLLW (— 6.2 feet above mean sea level).

•	 When combined with the highest recorded storm surge, the

highest tide predicted on the Oregon coast is 14.5 feet

above MLLW (-10.4 above MSL).

•	 The variability of waves is great compared to the

regularity of the tidal process. Waves are the most

important factor in erosion along most coasts. The wave

•	 characteristics at any one place along the coast depend on

their aspect with respect to generating winds and swell,

and on the offshore and coastal topography. Waves are

•	 generated by the wind through transfer of energy from air

to water.	 Waves grow in size with increasing wind

strength, wind duration and fetch of open water.

•

	

	
Empirical relationships have been established that

allow the significant wave height and period to be

estimated from any specific combination of wind variables.

•	 The significant wave height and period are statistical

values obtained from a complex spectrum of waves of many

heights and periods moving in a wide range of directions.

Relationships between the wave height and period gives the
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•	 wave steepness, an important relationship in assessing the

behavior of waves on the beach.

In general, waves approach the Oregon coast from the

•	 southwest in the winter and from the northwest in the

summer. This pattern reflects the seasonal variations in

the prevailing wind direction. The nearest published wind

rose diagram is for Tillamook city, south of the study

area. In January, the major wind directions are from the

south and southeast, with significant winds from the east.

•	 In July, the major wind directions are from the northwest,

with significant winds from the north and west.

The direction of wave approach is also of great

•	 importance because it influences longshore transport of

beach material. On the Oregon coast, net movement of sand

occurs to the south during the summer and to the north in

•	 winter. Studies and field evidence provide support for

the conclusion that the long-term sum of littoral

transport along the Oregon Coast is zero or near-zero.

•	 In the study area, there is evidence for apparent

short-term net northerly littoral drift. This evidence is

increased erosion north of the Cape Meares headland, north

•	 of the Tillamook north jetty, and north of the Nehalem

jetty within the last five years.

It is not yet fully understood what impact the jetties

•	 have had on littoral transport between the Tillamook and

•
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•	 Nehalem jetties. In most cases, the jetties block the

natural littoral drift and deprive the beaches in the

downdrift direction and thus initiate erosion. Under

•	 certain circumstances, where jetties have been constructed

on coasts with a zero net drift, for example the Oregon

coast, the jetties have also produced major shoreline

alterations (Komar, 1983). At Tillamook Bay, south of the

study area, construction of the North jetty in 1914 - 1917

was followed by depositation and shoreline advancement

•	 adjacent to the jetty, with erosion occurring along much

of Bayocean Spit. Bayocean Spit, south of the entrance to

Tillamook Bay, suffered progressive erosion following the

•	 construction of the jetty, culminating in its breaching in

1952 and loss of the town of Bayocean. At Nehalem

Bay, reconstruction of the jetties in 1982 was also

•	 followed by significant accretion and shoreline

advancement adjacent to the jetties.

Where longshore currents converge they often flow

•	 offshore through the surf zone as rip currents. These rip

currents, which flow seaward through the breaker zone,

can play an important role in the cellular nature of

•	 longshore current and sediment transport. Rip currents

have developed in the past in the study area. Previous

to the rehabilitation of the Nehalem jetties, rip current

•	 embayments were common along the northern portion of

•
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•
	 Nedonna Beach. In 1977 and 1978, two embayments reduced

the width of the beach and probably contributed to the

foredune erosion that threatened several homes during a

•
	 1978 storm event.

Beach and Foredune Features

The morphology of coastal features is related both to

•	 physical processes and material of the land form (Cooke

and Doornkamp, 1974). There are several good examples

which illustrate the relationship between coastal form and

•	 process. In some locations, the equilibrium morphology of a

beach is largely attributed to the direction of approach

of long swell waves that are refracted by the bottom

•	 morphology according to wave length and their direction of

approach. The long swells mold the beach outline until it

is in equilibrium with the action of the refracted waves

and lies parallel to the offshore contours.

On sandy beaches, storm waves can carry sand offshore

where they create a submarine bar. Gentle swell waves

•	
cause the sand in the offshore bars to move landward back

onto the beach. On the Oregon coast these beach profile

changes are approximately seasonal because most storm-size

waves occur principally during the winter months.

Wind is important for the building of

coastal dunes where there is an abundance of sand
•

•
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available on the foreshore and a predominantly onshore

wind direction. These conditions apply on the west coast

of the United States. Wind which blows the length of the

beach can carry sand to and from the foreshore to the

•	 backshore. Wind transport of sand along the beach is an

important process to repair foredunes eroded by storm

waves.

• It is not well understood the magnitude or dynamics

of each component of the littoral sediment budget in the

coastal zone. Longshore currents, rivers, cliff erosion,

•	 onshore transport, hydrogenous transport and winds are all

natural processes that affect the sand supply. Longshore

currents, offshore transport, deposition to submarine

canyons, solution and abrasion of sand minerals and wind

are all natural processes that can lead to transport out

of an area (Komar, 1979).

•

	

	
Longshore transport into the study area is apparently

blocked by Cape Meares headland on the south and by

Neahkahnie headland to the north. The jetties and

•	
channels at Tillamook and Nehalem Bays may further

restrict longshore transport of material only to the

Nedonna-Rockaway shoreline. The quantity of material
•	

transported from upland areas and carried to sea by the

Nehalem and Tillamook Rivers is unknown, but appears to be

negligible, similar to what is known for either Oregon
•

•
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estuaries.

• Information on nearshore bathymetry of the study area

is limited to a navigation chart of the Nehalem bar (1982

survey) and a chart survey made of the area south of the

• Nehalem bar in 1956. The Nehalem bar in 1982 extended

about 2,100 feet beyond the jetties and the chart from

1956 depicts sand bars as far south as the city of

• Rockaway Beach. Nedonna landowners were able to observe

an offshore bar prior to 1978. During the 1978 storm

event, this bar was removed by offshore transport during

• a storm.

A second example of the relationship of coastal form

and process is the introduction of European beachgrass to

• Oregon's beaches. "Previous to introduction of European

beachgrass in Oregon in the late 1800's, the active

foredune on most shorelines was absent or was a relatively

• discontinuous ridge composed mostly of remote to closely

spaced mounds. After European beachgrass colonized the

foredune, the increased deposition of sand elevated the

•	 ridge first as isolated hummocks that coalesed and

resulted in a relatively continuous ridge." (SCS, 1975)

European beachgrass therefore changed the character of the

•	
material which made up the beach. This "new" material,

sand and beachgrass, in its interaction with wind, waves

and the sand supply, resulted in the foredune system

•

•
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characteristic of Oregon's sandy coastline as we know it

•	 today.

The growth habitat of European beachgrass has a major

influence on the capacity of the wind to transport sand.

•	 Beachgrass traps wind blown sand and prevents it from

moving inland. As a result, the foredune will continue to

grow in width and height.

The foreslope is the windward or seaward sloping side

of the foredune. When the foreslope is eroded by ocean

wave attack, wind transported sand, driftwood, and

•	 European beachgrass combine to repair or restore the

foreslope to its original profile. At first, the

repairing foreslope has an uneven surface and an uneven

•	 distribution of beachgrass. Depending on the amount of

erosion that has occurred, sand supply, and prevailing

wind patterns, it can take up to several years for repair

of the foreslope. Where the topography of foreslopes are

managed, the foreslope varies in slope from 1:4 to 1:3

(25% to 33%).

•

	

	
The foredune crest is the most horizontal portion of

the foredune. The shape, width, and height of the crest

above the elevation of the beach is dependent on the past

•

	

	
erosion history. In the Nedonna-Rockaway shoreline, the

crest of the foredune varies from thin, low, and irregular

to broad, high, and relatively smooth.

•

•
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The backslope is the lee or landward sloping side of

• the foredune. It is generally evenly sloped and

eventually merges into conditionally stable and stable

dune areas.

• Photographs from the early 1900's of the Nedonna-

Rockaway shoreline indicated there was little to no active

foredune. Much of the shoreline appears in old photos as

• a broad, gently sloping beach leading inland to a well

vegetated stable dune ridge. Remnants of this older

foredune can be found in the study area.

• The date of introduction of European beachgrass in

the Nedonna-Rockaway area was probably sometime in the

1930's. The growth of foredune since the 1930's has been

• episodic through time due to cycles of accretion and

eros ion.

Flooding, Erosion and Accretion•
The slope of the foredune forms a first line of

defense against storm driven ocean waters. The bulk of

the foredune however is the last zone of defense against•
the energy of waves which move sand off the beach and out

of the foredune zone,

"Eroded material is carried out and deposited
offshore where it alters the beach's underwater
configuration. Accumulating sand decreases the
offshore beach slope (makes it more horizontal),
thereby presenting a broader bottom surface to storm
wave action. This surface absorbs or dissipates
through friction and increasingly large amount of

•

•
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destructive wave energy which would otherwise be
focused on the shoreline behind the barrier." (Clark,
1977)

Ocean flooding predominates in the Nedonna-Rockaway

study area, but riverine flooding from the Nehalem River

has also been identified by FEMA. Ocean flooding occurs

when high tides combine with large storm surges. Ocean

flooding is a historical problem not only along the

Nedonna-Rockaway shoreline, but also at other shorelines

in the county. The following summary of the 1967 flooding

event in Tillamook, by Schlicker et. al. (1972),

demonstrates the potential severity of an ocean flooding

event within the study area.

"On December 2 and 3, 1967:

In Tillamook County, logs were washed a block behind
the oceanfront road at Manzanita..... Waves carried
logs over the sand dune and blocked the parking lot
at the north end of Nedonna Beach, and damaged homes
at Manhattan Beach. At Rockaway, the surge sent logs
over the railroad tracks and onto U.S. Highway 101,
damaging several houses, plugging the creek outlet
and causing local flooding. Logs damaged houses at
Twin Rocks and were carried across the railroad
tracks to the highway there."

To minimize risk to new development in flood hazard

areas, the FEMA has prepared county maps of coastal

flooding for the purpose of establishing base flood

elevations and flood insurance rates (FEMA 1978). FEMA

calculates base flood elevations for ocean flooding using

available information and models of tides, storm surges,

•
	 wave action, swell, offshore water depth, beach slope and

•
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other factors. The base flood elevations are model

•	 predictions for a hypothetical flood with a statistical

recurrence interval of once every 100 years or a 1% chance

of occurrence in any given year. The base flood

elevations are used by local governments to regulate

development (location and building design) in floodplain

areas.
• 

Wind or water can cause erosion of foredunes. Wind

erosion causes scouring of open-sand areas and of poorly

vegetated foredune areas. Wind erosion tends to
•

perpetuate uneven foredune growth where the beachgrass

grows in hummocks or scattered areas. If large foredune

areas are cleared of beachgrass vegetation, the force of
•

winter winds can inundate a residential structure in a

matter of hours, or blow-out a section of the dune.

Although little structural damage has occurred along
•

the Nedonna-Rockaway shoreline area due to wind or water

erosion, rapid and extensive foredune erosion can occur in

localized areas due to rip currents, which are nearshore•
currents caused when waves reaching the beach are parallel

to the shore. (Komar, 1983)

Cycles of erosion and accretion are easiest to

observe where jetties have been constructed on the Oregon

coast. The easterly extension of the shoreline adjacent

•
	 to certain jetties is documented by Lizarraga-Arciniega

•
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and Komar (1975), and summarized by Komar and Terich

• (1976).

The south jetty at Nehalem Bay was completed in 1915.

Up until 1920 when the jetties began to deteriorate, there

• 
was rapid accretion south of the jetty. Cooper (1958),

Dicken (1961), and Stembridge (1975) identify the study

area as a prograding shoreline. The Technical Report

•	
attributes accretion in the study area to one or more of

the following: (1) increased sand supply, (2) construction

of jetties, and (3) introduction of European beachgrass.
•

Foredune Management Unit Descriptions

Physical Characteristics
•

Five seaward-flowing creeks transect the Nedonna-

Rockaway Beach shoreline. Since the creek mouths

represent relatively stable reference points and the
•

shoreline between each pair of creeks has similar

features, the study area was divided into four management

units.
•

From north to south, the management units are:

(1) Nedonna Beach - extending from the south jetty

at Nehalem Bay to Crescent Lake outlet;
•

(2) Lake Lytle Oceanfront - extending from Crescent

Lake outlet to Rock Creek;

(3) Rockaway Beach - extending from Rock Creek to
•

•
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Saltair Creek; and

(4) Rockaway South/Twin Rocks Beach - extending from

Saltair Creek to Spring Lake outlet/Watsco Creek.

•	 Nedonna Beach Management Unit

The Nedonna Beach Management Unit extends from the

south jetty at Nehalem Bay to the stream outlet of

Crescent Lake, a shoreline distance of approximately 5,900

feet. This shoreline section accreted rapidly following

construction of the jetties in 1915. By 1938 a low

•	 foredune had developed. A very severe storm in 1939 eroded

an unknown amount of the foredune and it was breached and

over topped in several locations. The overall conclusion

of the Technical Report is that the entire shoreline at

Nedonna Beach has had minor erosion (in terms of feet) and

there has been slow net accretion since 1939.

•

	

	
The dominant dune plant species at Nedonna Beach is

European beachgrass(Ammophila arenaria (L.) Link); less

than 5% of the vegetation is sea lyme-grass (Elymus mollis 

•	 Trin.). The Sea lyme grass shows the same vigorous growth

as the European beachgrass, because of nutrients from

fresh wind-blown sand deposition. Other minor, plant

species present include American Sea Rocket (Cakile 

edentula) at the winter tide line, and two secondary

species, purple beach pea (Lathyrus japonicus Wild.) and

•

•
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Large-headed sedge (Carex marcrocephala Wild.).

•

	

	 On the foreslope and crest, the dominant species is

European beachgrass. The sea lyme-grass is scattered

throughout the crest area. On the secondary, older

•
	 foredune in the southern two-thirds of the management

unit, the beach pea and sedge is present among the

European beachgrass.

• Where this mix of pioneer (European beachgrass)

species with secondary (beach pea and sedge) species

occurs, it is an indication of a reduced sand supply

•
caused by the formation of a new foredune to the west.

On the backslope of the foredune in Nedonna Beach,

vigorous stands of European beachgrass still dominate, but

• it is complimented by large stands of purple beach pea.

Erosion and Accretion

Based on the patterns of accretion and erosion, the

• Nedonna Beach management unit can be separated into north,

central and southern foredune subsections.

At the far north end of the Nedonna Beach management

• unit, the foredune curves inland. The foredune in the

northern section is only 50 to 70 feet wide and the

maximum foredune height is 18 to 19 feet.

• In the winter of 1977-1978, rip current embayments

resulted in erosion of about 2,000 feet of shoreline on

the northern end of Nedonna Beach. This erosion

•
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threatened several homes until riprap was placed to limit

the recession to about 100 feet of foredune in the area.•
Historical accretion near the jetty has been equally

impressive. After construction of the south jetty at

•
	 Nehalem Bay in 1915, the 1939 aerial photos indicate there

was 1,200 feet or more of net accretion. Most of the

accretion occurred by 1920, because of the deterioration

•	 of the Nehalem jetties after 1920. Aerial photographs

from 1978 to 1984 indicate there has been net accretion of

150 feet or more, presumably as a result of rehabilitation

• of the jetties in 1982 and possibly as a result of net

northerly littoral drift produced by the recent El Nino.

The remaining section of the northern section of the

• Nedonna Beach Management Unit has had net accretion of up

to 100 feet from 1939 to 1984.

The foredune from the central portion of the Nedonna

• Beach Management Unit is over 200 feet in width in come

locations and up to 32 feet in height. There are also

remnants of an older foredune about 70 feet east of the

• present foredune. New accretion in the central portion

from 1939 to 1984 is roughly 160 feet. From 1970 to 1984,

the shoreline remained somewhat stable. Erosion in this

• area occurred during the 1977-1978 storm event, but the

overall erosion did not exceed 10 to 20 feet.

The foredune in the southern portion of the

•

•
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management unit is 22 to 28 feet in elevation and there is

an older, stable foredune east of the present foredune•
that is less than 26 feet in elevation. The accretion and

erosion patterns in the southern portion is similar to

•
	 that experienced by the central portion.

Conclusions

•
	 Eligible Foredune Grading Areas

Out of the four management units in the study area,

only the Nedonna Beach Foredune Management Unit has

•
	 foredune crest heights in excess of that needed to allow

grading for view maintenance. The Technical Report

recommends that sand excavated from crest areas should be

•
	 first used to fill in other crest areas that are below the

minimum height, followed by repairing eroded segments of

the foreslope, before any widening of the existing

foredune is attempted. The amount of widening that is

practical is limited by the amount of sand available from

the crest areas and how far westerly the foredune can be

•	 extended into the beach zone.

Present and Future Stability

Although the shoreline area in Nedonna Beach has

•	 experienced net accretion, the Technical Report also

concludes that the foredune has been generally unstable

since 1939. For this conclusion, the Technical Report

•
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relies on the erosion events of 1939, 1953 and 1977-78.

• These erosion events indicate that foredune erosion can be

anticipated to be as great as 100-150 feet. Where a rip

current develops, up to 1,000 horizontal feet of shoreline

• can be affected in the Nedonna Beach area.

The Technical Report concludes that minor erosion of

the foredune will naturally repair by wind and wave

• transport of sand. An increase in the rate of foredune

accretion can also be expected to occur for several years

due to rehabilitation of the jetties. The rate of

• accretion will be greatest near the jetty and smallest on

the south end of the management unit.

•

•

•

•
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Foredune Management Plan Summary

•	 Objective

The objective of the Management Plan is to prepare

recommendations on how the various uses and activities

•	 associated with residential development can be regulated

to enhance or minimize interference with the beneficial

foredune processes. .Foredune grading is only one of

several topics discussed under the heading, "Beach and

Dune Alterations" in the Management Plan. Other topics

include: shoreline stabilization, residential development,

•	 vegetation management, beach access, other dune

alterations (motor vehicles, fires) and management of

creek outlets and embayments. The following discussion of

•	 these topics will focus on how such dune management

recommendations can be carried out by local government.

•
	 Management Recommendations

Shoreline Stabilization and Construction Setback

There is much evidence to support the observation

•	 that jetties have had a major influence in shaping

Oregon's coastline. Such evidence can be found at the

Nedonna-Rockaway shoreline. Approximately 150 feet of

accretion occurred at the Nehalem Bay south jetty

following rehabilitation of these structures by the C.O.E.

in 1982. For Nedonna Beach, the configuration of the

•
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shoreline will require that the jetties not be allowed to•
deteriorate. Since future maintenance of the jetties will

occur only with congressional appropriation of funds to

the C.O.E., and possibly a portion of the cost contributed•
by local cost-sharing, the role of local government at the

present time would be to periodically monitor the

condition of the jetties.•
Although jetties also function to stabilize the

shoreline adjacent to the mouth of an estuary or river,

most beachfront property owners are concerned with•
shoreline stabilization structures much smaller in scale.

Structural shoreline stabilization by homeowners is

•
usually done to protect existing homes or property from

on-going or inimical ocean erosion. The most common means

of structural shoreline stabilization used on the Oregon

• coast, including the Nedonna Beach area, is a revetment

made of large stone termed "rip-rap." In some cases a

seawall, which is a vertical structure verses a sloping

• rip-rap revetment, is used to impede ocean erosion of the

shoreline. Both Seawalls and riprap revetments can affect

the supply of sand to a localized area of the beach. Due

• to their vertical configuration, a seawall can have a more

deleterious effect on the shoreline compared to a

revetment structure. A seawall reduces the sand supply

• to the beach by preventing a source of sand to the beach

•
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from the foredune immediately behind the seawall. Riprap
•

structures also reduce the sand supply from a foredune to

the beach, but to a smaller degree. Seawalls can also

increase beach erosion where wave energy is deflected from•
the seawall downward onto the beach. Properly sloped

revetments deflect the wave energy upward rather than

•
	 downward onto the beach. Depending on the length of the

revetment, and configuration of the immediate shoreline, a

revetment may cause increased erosion or flooding to

•	 adjoining properties.

Very little documentation exists on the impacts of

shoreline erosion for the Nedonna Beach area. 	 This is

•	 mostly due to a lack of published reports on structural

damage. In 1978, riprap was placed in response to severe

local erosion at the northern end of Nedonna. The erosion

•	 was the result of rip currents preceding storm surges.

Today, this riprap is completely covered by sand.

To prevent adverse impacts to adjoining properties,

•	 the Management Plan provides specifications for

construction of riprap revetments. Since a revetment

replaces the foredune as a barrier to ocean flooding, but

•	 it also removes the foredune as a source of sand for the

beach during an erosion event. The Management Plan

therefore recommends that revetments should be located as

•	 far landward of a dwelling, in order to minimize

•
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interference with natural sand migration.

In following these recommendations, local government

could designate a setback line for riprap structures and

adopt the recommended revetment design criteria as a

standard in a section of their zoning ordinance. The

minimum setback line for a riprap structure that would be

acceptable to most beachfront landowners with very few

exceptions, would be the westernmost property line. 	 In

most cases, this would correspond to the state beach zone

line.

The Management Plan also discusses a setback line

with regard to residential development. Minor residential

• improvements or structures, such as decks or temporary

windbreaks, have a minimal or negligible impact on dune

stability. It is the construction methods and location of

• buildings on foredunes that influence the stability of the

foredune. Where buildings are located on foredunes

subject to ocean flooding, the natural cycle of erosion

• followed by dune restoration is disturbed by the placement

of riprap to protect residential development from ocean

erosion. Construction activities to prepare the building

• site for development can also destabilize the foredune.

Preparing a building site in a dune environment often

destroys the stabilizing vegetative cover which exposes

the underlying sand to wind erosion. Construction and

•
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placement of sub-surface sewage disposal systems in dunes

could also increase the same potential erosion hazards as

building in foredune areas.

The Management Plan recommends that all residential

development in foredune areas should be located beyond the

line of the maximum erosion event. The maximum erosion

event at Nedonna was determined to be the position of the

shoreline in 1939, when the shoreline was at its most

easterly location compared to the location of the

shoreline today. In this way, the natural process of

erosion and repair can occur without the necessity of

shorefront stability structures or relocation of

buildings. Based on aerial photographs, it appears most

of the residential development in Nedonna Beach is located

behind the 1939 shoreline location. Some residential

development does encroach into the recommended 1939

erosion-line setback. For this reason, the Management

Plan recommends that the location of existing dwellings

relative to the shore should be used as the setback line

for new dwellings or improvements. For minor structures,

such as board walks and decks, they should be built on

pilings and placed so that they do not disrupt wind

patterns across the foredune.

The Nedonna Beach area is exempt from the Goal 18

prohibition of new residential construction on foredunes

•

•
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subject to wave overstopping and ocean undercutting

•	
because it was committed to development prior to the

effective date of Goal 18. Tillamook County does not have

a setback line for new beachfront dwellings or

improvements or construction standards for riprap. The

city of Rockaway Beach does have a requirement for

building setback, based on the average setback of adjacent
•

homes from the beach zone line. Both the county and city

have zoning requirements that dune areas disturbed must be

restabilized with vegetation following site preparation
•

for residential construction. Neither jurisdiction

regulates the design of minor structures, such as decks,

specifically in dune areas.
•

Beach and Dune Alteration

Under this topic, the Management Plan provides

•	 recommendations for (1) Foredune Grading; (2) Foredune

Breaching; (3) Beach Nourishment; (4) Beach Bulldozing;

and (5) Sand Mining and Removal. The most common dune

• alteration in the Nedonna-Rockaway areas has been foredune

grading, either for the purposes of site preparation, view

maintenance, or to remove sand accumulation around

•	 structures. While most dune alterations destabilize the

foredune, some of the foredune in the Nedonna area

requires alterations to correct those sections which are

•
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•
low, narrow, and discontinuous. Alterations which

increase the base width, foreslope angle and vegetative

cover of a foredune are appropriate measures to strengthen
41

those foredune areas which provide an uneven barrier to

windblown sand and ocean flooding.

The most serious effect of foredune grading is that•
it increases the potential for flooding in places where

the foredune is lowered to or below the 100-year base

• flood elevation. Primarily for this reason, LCDC limits

the grading of foredunes to those which are more than 4

feet above the 100-year base flood elevation. The

• Management Plan also recommends that sand graded from

foredune crests be placed according to the following

priority, from highest to lowest:

• (1) in low spots in the crest area of the foredunes
on the lot and adjacent lots;

(2) in low spots in the foreslope of the lot, when
placement results in a foreslope of more uniform
height, smoothness, and slope; and

(3) in foreslope areas on adjacent lots to increase
dune volume.

Limited grading of some foreslope areas is recognized

as a management tool capable of strengthening foredunes.

For maximum benefit, grading of foreslopes should only

occur where crest areas are well vegetated, to prevent

sand intrusion into back areas, and if the foreslope is

characterized by hummocks or small continuous dune ridges.

•
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Foredune breaching is allowed by Goal 18 to replenish

the sand supply to interdune areas or on a temporary

emergency basis, such as flooding of inland dune areas.

Breaching of foredunes to provide sand supply to interdune

areas in the Nedonna-Rockaway area was determined

inappropriate in the Management Plan. The sand is needed

in the foredune system to protect existing development and

movement of sand inland would damage existing development.

Beach nourishment is a method to control beach

erosion by adding new sand to the beach. If it is to

result in a wider beach at a new equilibrium, the

Management Plan recommends beach nourishment must add new

sand from outside the beach-dune-nearshore system.

Beach nourishment is occurring naturally in the Nedonna

Beach area as a result of the rehabilitation of the

Nehalem jetties.

Beach bulldozing, the fourth topic discussed under

Beach and Dune Alterations in the Management Plan,

"involves bulldozing sand from the lower beach onto or

toward the foredune as part of a dune stabilization

project." The management plan recommends that a beach

bulldozing project remove only a thin layer of sand from

the beach. The circumstances stated in the Management

Plan where beach bulldozing would be appropriate include:

(1) to repair erosion of a foredune area, (2) to promote

•
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growth of a new foredune, (3) to widen narrow or low spots

in the foredune, (4) to establish an appropriate slope for

riprap on a steeply eroded shoreline, or (5) to cover

revetment for the purpose of planting beachgrass.

Although the Management Plan recommended beach bulldozing

should only be allowed "where evidence is provided that

there is a [historic] surplus of sand on the beach," no

guidelines are provided to make this determination at

Nedonna. Beach bulldozing would be subject to the Fill•
and Removal Law. The State Parks Division has exerted

jurisdiction on all three beach bulldozing projects to

date in Oregon.

Sand Mining falls under the jurisdiction of the

Oregon Parks and Recreation Division where operations

•
	 occur seaward of the state zone line. Approval from the

Division of State Lands and from the COE would also be

required before a state sand mining permit could be

•
	 issued. Sand mining under most local zoning ordinances

requires a geological site report that concludes there is

a historic surplus in the area. Since this is a difficult

•	 criteria to demonstrate, even in accretion areas, the

Management Plan concluded sand mining was inappropriate in

the Nedonna study area.

•

	

	 Under the topic "Other Dune Alteration" the

Management Plan discusses alterations that would be
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difficult, as regulations, for local governments to

enforce. They are included in the Management Plan in

order to complete the discussion of all potentially

harmful dune alterations. These alterations include motor

vehicles and fires.

Minimizing the destructive nature of recreational
•

off-road vehicles on dune vegetation is a concern of local

officials and beachfront property owners alike. At a

minimum, such activity impedes the growth of beachgrass•
and in most cases it destroys stabilizing vegetation. The

noise of such activity near homes and problems with

•
	 trespass on private property are the general concerns of

beachfront landowners. Off-road vehicles are not much of

a problem in the Nedonna area and this is possibly a

•
	 result of the current prohibition on operation of motor

vehicles on the beach in this area. The Management Plan

recommends a continuation of this policy.

•

	

	 Beach access, both pedestrian and emergency vehicular

access, can also destabilize the foredune by creating an

open sand area where a vegetated path was once

•	 established. The Management Plan provides some

recommendations on proper design and maintenance of beach

access footpaths. The recommendations for public access

routes across dune areas include; (1) orienting the

pathway in an east-west direction, away from the

•
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•	
prevailing northwest-southwest winds; (2) limiting the

width of the pathway to less than 4 feet; and (3)

repairing pathways that have become destabilized.
•

Vehicle access to the beach from the Nedonna area is

limited to emergency vehicles. The Coast Guard and

Rockaway Beach Rural Fire District conduct search and
•

rescue operations near the Nehalem jetties. The county

parking lot at the north end of Nedonna serves as the

entry point to the beach for such emergency vehicles; it
•

is also the major public parking area. The impact of both

of these uses has resulted in an unvegetated, low foredune

immediately west of the parking lot. The Management Plan•
recommends that vehicular access points should be

approximately 10-12 feet wide, stabilizing vegetation

should be maintained, and that fencing or signing may be•
necessary to assure that designated routes be used.

Local governments rely on the ODOT's prohibition on

•
	 vehicular use on the beach to prevent traffic from

damaging the foredune. Except at the Sand Lake Off-Road

Vehicle Management Area, Tillamook County does not

•	 regulate recreational vehicle use on foredunes.

In the summer, dry beachgrass can present a fire

hazard to shoreline structures. Open fires in vegetated

dune areas are a special fire hazard to nearby buildings

and driftwood. For this reason, the Management Plan

•
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recommends that property owners should plant fire

resistant vegetation near their homes in yard areas. Open

fires in or near vegetated dune areas should also be

•	
prohibited.

Whereas uncontrolled vehicular beach access can

destabilize a foredune rather quickly, managed or enhanced

growth of European beachgrass plays a critical role in

maintaining the stability of the foredune. Management

recommendations under the topic of "Vegetation Management"
•

are geared toward steps that would encourage a well-

vegetated foredune of European beachgrass and toward

reducing fire hazards by plantings of more fire resistant
•

species of dune vegetation.

Since European beachgrass is most effective in the

foreslope and crest areas of the dune, because it traps
•

and prevents windblown sand from migrating to the back

dune, these areas are of primary concern for appropriate

vegetation management. The Management Plan recommends•
that the foreslope beachgrass is never mowed and that the

crest area should be mowed only if the foreslope is well

•	 vegetated. Mowing of beachgrass on the backsiope or in

residential yards has no impact on the stability of the

foredune system and it is recommended as a method to

reduce the fire hazard in these areas. For the same•
reason, the use of herbicides to eliminate vegetation in

•
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•	 residential yard area should only occur if it is a back

dune area and the foredune is well vegetated. Where

beachgrass is removed, either for landscaping or as a

firebreak, rock blankets or plantings of fire-resistant

vegetation, such as purple beachpea, is recommended in the

Management Plan.

Except for alterations of dune areas during

construction, removal of beachgrass or other vegetation in

residential beachfront areas is an activity that neither
•

the county nor the state would try to regulate.

However, when the Nedonna residents are issued a local

dune grading permit, they will be required to replant the
•

graded crest areas as well as the foreslope of the dune as

part of the requirements of the Grading Plan. Other

recommendations in the Management Plan, specifically the

mowing of beachgrass and the application of herbicides,

will be approached by Tillamook County indirectly through

educational programs.
•

Conclusion: Applicability to Other Foredune Areas

Many, if not all, of the Management Plan

• recommendations can be applied to other developed

foredunes on the Oregon coast. 	 All of the management

recommendations were written in accordance with the

• following philosophy: "Activities which would harm the

foredune or interfere with natural accretion or erosion of

•
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•
sand will be controlled; steps to strengthen the foredunes

ability to capture and stabilize sand and withstand

•
	 flooding will be encouraged." The major limitation to

wholesale application of certain management activities is

when they are being applied without support by appropriate

• technical analysis.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•	 Foredune Grading Plan 

Objective

•

	

	 The purpose of this element of the study was to

develop a grading plan for Nedonna Beach that would

provide detailed recommendations for crest grading and

•	 stabilizing the foredune.

Methodology

The general outline of the grading plan describes a

•

	

	
program that would (1) create a uniform foredune crest

elevation of a minimum of 26 feet, through a combination

of crest grading and filling low spots, and (2) widen the

foredune in most areas by placing excess graded sand from

the foredune crest into the foreslope and promoting a new

foredune with sand fences in the northern half of Nedonna.
•	

The goal of the plan is to establish a more uniform,

continuous foredune along the entire shoreline.

The Grading Plan was organized by sub-areas to

separate those areas of the Nedonna foredune that required

different management recommendations. A grading sub-area

is distinguished from an adjoining sub-area not only by
•

the physical characteristics of the foredune unit, but

"each sub-area should have its own set of problems and

solutions that are specific to that area and which
•

distinguish it from adjacent areas."

•
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Within each sub-area description there is a narrative

of the condition of the foredune, a typical cross-section

of the sub-area that would describe the problems in that

•	 area and proposed management measures for the sub-area.

The recommended management measures could include

crest grading, fencing to construct or widen a foredune,

•	 rebuilding low spots in the dune, planting beachgrass in

open sand areas, and fertilizing existing stands of

beachgrass. A variety of other measures may be

•	 appropriate, signing and fencing to control public and

private beach access are examples, and these would also be

described in the Grading Plan.

•	 The timing of each management measure was recognized

early as an important element of the Grading Plan.

Generally, crest grading should be done during the dormant

•	 season for European beachgrass and when the windblown

movement of sand during the year is minimal; this

corresponds to the time period between October and March.

•	
Planting of European beachgrass is most successful during

the dormant season, because the moisture content of the

sand is at its greatest. High temperature and low

•	
moisture are the chief cause to poor survival of new

beachgrass plantings. It is also specified in the plan

that sand fences used to capture windblown sand, should be
•

placed before the winter storm season, generally between

•
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• November and January.

Sub-area Analysis and Recommendations

Six sub-areas were designated in the Grading Plan.•
Where grading is proposed in a sub-area, the plan (1) maps

the graded area; (2) identifies the established location

of the toe and crest of the foredune; (3) estimates the•
amount of graded material; (4) maps or describes where

sand will be placed; (5) describes where temporary

stabilization measures are needed; and (6) specifies

finished slopes of graded areas and areas where sand from

crest areas is placed.

•
	 Where a new foredune is proposed, the plan (1) maps

the location of the toe and crest of the future dune; (2)

maps the location for sandfences; and (3) indicates where

•
	 beachgrass should be planted.

The "Specifications" section of the Grading Plan

details how each of the grading management recommendations

•	 above should be undertaken. For example, under crest

grading, the Specification section lists the type of

equipment, method of operation, required slopes, limits of

•	 movement of sand, requirements for vegetation, and

inspection requirements of the area before and after

grading. The Specifications section also included

specific recommendations for monitoring the grading area

to assure all necessary management measures are being

•
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•
carried out and appropriate remedial measures are

undertaken.

The first sub-area designated in the Grading Plan is
•

the South Jetty sub-area. The primary feature which

distinguishes this unit from the remaining five sub-areas

•
	 is that there is virtually no well-defined foredune

present. Since jetty reconstruction in 1981-1982, this

area of beach has accreted rapidly and, combined with the

• patchy cover of beachgrass, sand movement is thought to

move across this sub-area into the Nehalem River. This

sub-area is also subject to ocean and riverine flooding,

•	 unlike the other sub-areas identified in the Grading Plan.

The primary management measures recommended for this

sub-area is to establish a new foredune the length of the

• sub-area with sand fencing. Planting of beachgrass alone

would also accomplish a new foredune, but it would take a

significantly greater length time to establish a foredune

•	 using vegetation alone.

The County parking area at the northern end of

Nedonna is identified in the Grading Plan as the "Jetty

• Parking lot" sub-area. This parking lot is the only

public access point with off-street parking in Nedonna.

Access to the beach is used at this location for emergency

• vehicles to conduct search and rescue near the south

Jetty. The Grading Plan recommends moving this emergency

•
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•	
access point closer to the jetties because the foredune

has been seriously damaged by vehicle traffic in this sub-

area.
•

Since the foredune crest in the Jetty Parking lot

sub-area is the lowest of any sub-area, due primarily to

heavy use by vehicles and pedestrians, grading in this
•

area is limited to foreslope shaping necessary to prepare

the site for beachgrass. The plan recommends that the

foredune be restored with sand fences and/or beachgrass•
plantings. The sand fences would have to be designed with

openings to allow pedestrian and vehicle access across the

foredune while the sand is accreting against the fencing.•
The sand fences and beachgrass would also have an

important secondary benefit in this sub-area. During high

winds, the loose sand blows across the dune and•
accumulates in the parking lot. 	 This causes not only

hazards to vehicles entering the parking lot, but also

•
	 imposes continual maintenance costs to the county to keep

the parking lot serviceable to the needs of the public.

The "Park Street" sub-area is immediately south of

•
	 the county parking lot. This sub-area encompasses the

equivalent of two Nedonna city blocks or the area from the

county parking lot to the southernmost boundary of Riley

• Street. The foredune in this sub-area is classified in

the Grading Plan as "low" (24 - 26 feet) and "narrow" (130

•
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•	 - 170 feet in width). None of the area is eligible for
crest grading because of the low dune height. Many of the

houses in this sub-area are relatively new, compared to
•

the buildings further south, and were built at higher

elevations.	 Unlike the older structures, the newer

dwellings were built on a younger foredune and therefore
•

they are also generally located closer to the beach.

The condition of the foredune in this sub-area is the

result of historical rip currents, illegal grading, and
•

site preparation activities prior to house construction.

In the winter of 1977 -1978, a series of severe winter

storms caused major erosion. Virtually the entire•
shoreline in this sub-area was riprapped to prevent

further erosion. However, this riprap has been completely

covered by the sand accretion events associated with•
restoration of the jetties.

The overall grading management recommendation is that

•	 the foredune in this sub-area requires stabilization

efforts either through increased beachgrass plantings

alone or by strengthening the foredune in both width and

•
	 height with sand fencing. Establishing a new foredune

with sand fencing is a high priority recommendation for

the northern section of this sub-area because of the low,

•
	 irregular configuration of the present foredune.

•
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•

	

	 The Grading Plan separates a fourth sub-area, the

"Riley Street" sub-area, based on the following

characteristics: (1) the foreslope is steeper and wider

•	 (20 feet on the average) and (2) there is slightly less

beachgrass cover in this sub-area compared to the sub-area

immediately to the north. The Riley Street Sub-area

•	 is similar to the Park Street Sub-area to the north by

hummocky foreslope and low crest height. Overall

management recommendations for this sub-area included

•	 limited crest grading, foreslope grading and sand fencing

to widen the present foredune.

In the "Western Street" sub-area the foredune is

•	 progressively higher, wider and better vegetated than all

of the sub-areas to the north. The dwellings in this sub-

area are located on the crest of an older foredune and

•	 there is a slight trough between the "older" foredune and

the newer foredune immediately west. The 1977 - 1978

erosion event did not affect this section of the

shoreline.

Management recommendations for this sub-area include

crest grading, filling low spots in the dune with graded

•	 sand, or planting these low spots with beachgrass to

encourage natural accumulation of sand, and foreslope

shaping. The public access point at the oceanward end of

•	 Western Street is lower than the surrounding area and sand

•
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• fences may be necessary to encourage a rapid repair of

this area.

In the final sub-area, identified as "Lake Street-

• Beach Street" sub-area, most of the dwellings are located

on an older foredune just west of Beach Drive. This

stretch of foredune is consistently higher, wider and

• better vegetated than all sub-areas to the north. Crest

grading followed by foreslope shaping is the major

management recommendation for this sub-area and it could

• involve moving up to five feet of sand off the crest

toward the foreslope.

Conclusion: Expected Results
•

According to the overall and specific management

recommendations for sub-areas that are described in the

Grading Plan, a prediction of how the foredune will
•

respond to the grading over time is made. This

description of anticipated results could be used by the

•
	 local management organization as a baseline for subsequent

monitoring and evaluation.

By the end of year one, it is predicted that crest

•
	 grading should result in a more uniform height throughout

the Nedonna area. As indicated in the Specifications

section, graded sand should be used to fill in low spots

•
	 on adjacent lots. However, it is more likely homeowners

who own adjacent lots which are ineligible for crest

•
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•	 grading will follow the alternative management

recommendation, which is to replant these low areas with

beachgrass, and allow nature to fill these low spots

•
areas.

By year one, areas where sand fences are installed

should begin to accumulate sand and when beachgrass

•	
plantings are established on the new foredune they would

be expected to encourage an accelerated accumulation of

sand. Areas where sand fences are located should fill
•

entirely within the first year. The new foredune would be

a low (4 to 5 feet high) sand ridge up to 50 feet in

width. Although not mentioned in the Grading Plan, it

should be expected that some crest areas may require a

second grading in the first year due to unpredictable wind

patterns combined with more open sand exposed in crest
•

areas.

At the end of year two, vegetation planted on graded

crest areas or in low spots in the dune should be well
•

established. Likewise, sand fenced areas that were

planted with beachgrass will be completely covered with

sand and capable of capturing sand at a rate similar to

other foredune areas. Foreslope areas graded and reshaped

during year two will have a reduced ability to trap

windblown sand and could increase sand accumulation on the

crest areas. Again, the Grading Plan does not include the

•
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•	 possibility or expectation that crest areas may require

additional grading during year two or year three. By the

end of year three, foreslope areas that were graded and

•	 vegetated the previous year would be expected to have

repaired to a well established vegetative cover.

The Grading Plan predicts that during years five to

•	
ten, barring any major flood events, sand accretion at the

crest should be very slight or stopped altogether.

Windblown sand would be entirely trapped by the widening

•	
foreslope.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•
	 IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction 

The recommendations within the Management Plan and

•	 the standards required to implement foredune grading

successfully as described in the Grading Plan, need to be

implemented by local governments, state agencies, and

•	 property owners.

Tillamook County and the City of Rockaway Beach play

a major role through their review of permits for building

•	
and developments. Since Nedonna is outside the city

limits, but within the urban growth boundary area for the

city of Rockaway Beach, the county has direct

responsibility to administer foredune grading permits and

other land use decisions within Nedonna. The county

follows the city's Comprehensive Plan policies and
•

Development Ordinance regulations when reviewing permits

for building and other development. This arrangement is

formalized through an Urban Growth Boundary Agreement
•

between the city and the county. The county also

administers the federal National Flood Insurance Program

during its review of building permits. The State Parks
•

and Recreation Division of the Department of

Transportation, and the Division of State Lands would

implement appropriate recommendations through their
•

permits for beachfront development and alterations.

•
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• Outside of what local governments and state agencies

can adopt into statutes and local ordinances to implement

foredune grading requirements, some of the burden of

• success will fall upon the property owners. This is a

necessary responsibility since many of the recommendations

in the Management Plan deal with day-to-day use of the

• foredune, such as beach access and maintenance of

beachgrass plantings.

A variety of local, state and federal laws control

•	
alterations of beaches and dunes. The responsibilities of

each agency reflects the special concerns for the coastal

environment.

•	
In the following discussion, how each relevant

federal or state agency, local unit of government, and

voluntary association of citizens can partake in the

•	
implementation of a foredune management program will be

outlined.

•

•

•

•
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•
	 Federal Regulatory Programs

National Flood Insurance

The federal program with major relevance to coastal

• development is the National Flood Insurance Program

(NFIP).	 The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

administers the NFIP. This program provides federally

• subsidized flood insurance to homeowners. In order to

qualify for this insurance program, local governments must

develop and administer floodplain ordinances which control

• building design within floodplains. Tillamook County

enacted their floodplain ordinance in 1978.

Since federal regulations in the NFIP limit

• alterations of the dune that would increase the potential

for ocean flooding, LCDC adopted the four foot above the

base flood elevation as a standard for dune grading. The

•	
base flood elevation or 100-year flood level is a

calculated prediction based on current engineering methods

and historical ocean storm data. The base flood is simply

•	
a standard frequency event used for regulatory purposes;

the next flood that occurs at a given site may be greater.

The FEMA guidelines and specifications are minimum
•

standards of absolute flood protection.

Several factors led LCDC to require that foredunes be

maintained at an elevation higher than the base flood
•

elevation. Basically, a level which could be applied

•
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• statewide had to be determined, so that figure of four

feet was chosen. This was arrived at by first adding

three feet, which is the freeboard required by the Corps

• of Engineers for its flood protection structures. An

additional one foot was added to that to compensate for

the uncertainty in the methodology of calculating ocean

•	 flood heights and to provide an additional safety factor.

LCDC cites several limitations in using just the base

flood elevation as a minimum foredune grading elevation.

•	
Most import of these is that FEMA's guidelines and

specifications for coastal flooding does not account for

changes in beach topography or foredune erosion. The

•	
methodology requires that the beach topography would

remain unchanged during a flooding event. In other words,

they could not assume that erosion would occur, when it is

•	
known that most coastal storms do cause erosion.

FEMA's projections of the ocean flooding base flood

elevations are partially based on offshore and nearshore
•

bathymetry, and onshore topography. FEMA however does

not appear to take into account potential changes in

bathymetry or onshore topography. Available bathymetry and
•

topography information is combined with historical storm

data to calculate wave direction and wave run up patterns

on the beach and finally, the base flood elevation.
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•

	

	 Because the offshore bathymetry does change over time

and the frequency and magnitude of ocean storm events are

not well understood, it is generally acknowledged by FEMA

•	 that there is less confidence in predicting flooding

levels in ocean front areas than in riverine situations.

In addition, recent flood events suggest FEMA has

•	 under-estimated the severity of the 100-year flood event.

Researchers advising LCDC observe that the frequency of

storm events over the last 10-15 years suggest that the

•	 100-year event is more severe than what has been predicted

by FEMA. For example, 50-year storms have approached the

magnitude of the 100-year storm event estimated by FEMA.

•

	

	 All of these considerations led LCDC to adopt the

four feet above expected flood levels as a standard to

include as part of the foredune grading amendments to Goal

18. LCDC will re-evaluate this goal requirement in 1987.

•

•

•

•
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State Laws and Administrative Rules 
•

The State Parks and Recreation Division of the

Department of Transportation and the Division of State

Lands jointly administer laws that are designed for the

protection of public rights and interest at Oregon's ocean

shore.

Oregon Beach Law

The Oregon Shore Protection Law, also known as the

•
	 Oregon Beach Law, which was passed in 1967, establishes

an easement for the free and uninterrupted use by the

public of the beach up to the beach zone line which has

•
	 been surveyed as the 16 foot contour line. State Parks

was given responsibility to regulate any potential

interference with this easement including responsibility

•
	 for issuing permits for construction of improvements

seaward of the beach zone line. The law and implementing

regulations provide basic standards to be considered when

•	 beachfront protective structures are evaluated by State

Parks.

The Beach Bill also establishes that sand mining, the

•	 operation of motor vehicles, and the removal of beach logs

and driftwood from the beach seaward of the beach zone

line are potential interferences with state rights to the

411	
ocean shore. These activities require permit approval

•
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from State Parks.•
Fill and Removal Law

Because of some concurrent jurisdictions, the Parks

• Division and the Division of State Lands (DSL) have a

joint review process for beach improvement permit

applications. DSL is responsible for protecting public

• trust rights associated with state waters, as defined in

the Fill and Removal Law. State waters of the Pacific

Ocean extend landward to the highest measured tide or the

• line of established upland vegetation, whichever is most

landward. In preserving the public interest in the use of

the waters of the state for navigation, recreation, and

• fisheries, a Fill and Removal permit from the DSL is

required for any fill or removal in state waters.

•	 State Permits

A staff representative from both the Division of

State Lands and the Parks and Recreation Division were

• members of the Project Advisory Committee. Although these

agencies were involved in the planning and provided some

of the factual basis for the dune grading plan, the

• consistency of the plan with the Removal-Fill Law and the

Oregon Shore Protection Law had to be determined.

State Parks interprets sand fencing as an

• "improvement" under the Oregon Beach Law (ORS 390.605).
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•

	

	
Since the sand fencing at Nedonna would be located

entirely oceanward of the beach zone line, ODOT would be

responsible for issuing permits to allow fences on the

public beach.

A major concern of property owners in Nedonna is

possible liability for injuries that might result from

sand fences placed on the beach near their property.

It appears State Parks would be responsible for liability

claims since it would be issuing the permits. An injured

•

	

	
person would have to show that States Parks was negligent

in issuing such permits; it is their opinion that this

would be a high burden.

•

	

	
Where dune grading occurs last of east of the upland

shore vegetation, the Division of State Lands has no

regulatory jurisdiction. Where beach bulldozing or other

•

	

	
extensive mechanical alteration of the dune was involved,

a Removal-Fill permit would be required.

•

•

•
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•	 Tillamook County Comprehensive Plan and Land Use 

Ordinance 

Plan Policies
•

The Goal 18 Element of the county's Comprehensive

Plan establishes policies for the management of beach and

dune areas. To allow foredune grading in dune areas under
•

county jurisdiction, which are those areas outside of

urban growth boundaries, the county had to amend their

existing beach and dune policies to be consistent with the
•

1985 Goal 18 amendments.	 The new foredune management

policies were adopted by the county in January, 1986, and

the new policies basically followed the language contained•
in the new Implementation Requirement 7 of Goal 18.

The Comprehensive Plan also contains policies for

•
	 management of residential and commercial development in

dune areas, policies designed to minimize coastal erosion,

and policies to protect groundwater resources in the

county.

Zoning Standards

The beach and dune policies of the Comprehensive Plan

•	 are implemented through standards which are specified in

the Beach and Dune Overlay Zone, Section 3.085 of the Land

Use ordinance. Examples of such standards include: the

•	 setback of new oceanfront dwellings, stabilization of

•
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• excavated dune areas following site preparation,

construction standards for beachfront stabilization

structures and many others (see appendix).	 Not all of

• the dune policies in the Comprehensive Plan are

implemented through standards in this ordinance section.

Those policies which are recommendations for certain uses,

• for example cluster development in dune areas and utility

lines placed underground to preserve aesthetic values of

dune areas, are employed only as recommendations. In

• other words, they are not enforced as standards during

local permit review of proposed development in dune areas.

Local Permits•
Administration and review of foredune grading

proposals will be handled by Tillamook County through a

•

	

	 Foredune Grading Permit (see appendix). The applicant

(property owner) and excavating contractor are both

required to sign the permit application. The permit

describes what management actions are required for the

identified lot or parcel according to the Grading Plan.

This description can include sand fencing, if applicable,

•

	

	 crest grading, foreslope shaping and beachgrass planting.

Since all of these management activities cannot occur at

the same time, the permit actually describes activities

•
	 that will be spaced approximately 2 years apart.

•
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•

	

	 There were two reasons for designing the Grading

permit in this manner. One reason is the administrative

burden created if a different permit was required each

time a property owner wanted to make a dune alteration

that was allowed by the Grading Plan. One permit

significantly reduces this burden to the applicant and the

•	 county. A more important reason is that most, if not all,

property owners would have been very reluctant to do more

than grade the crest areas of their foredunes. Sand

fencing and foreslope shaping are an additional expense

that contributes little to regaining an ocean view. By

including all foredune management actions required by the

•	 Grading Plan on the permit, both the applicant and the

contractor are aware of the total cost and expectations.

As a further aid to administration of local permits,

•	 the sub-areas described in the foredune Grading Plan were

divided into neighborhood blocks or units according to

streets. A representative from each of the neighborhood

•	 units was selected as a representative on a committee that

was formed by the Nedonna residents. This committee is

now referred to as the "Association of Nedonna

•	 Homeowners." The neighborhood representative would then

coordinate the permit applications for their block.

This volunteer, locally initiated, Association of

•	 Nedonna Homeowners is just one of several types of

•
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•	 management organizations that can accomplish a foredune

management plan.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•	 Management Organizations to Accomplish Foredune Management

Alternative Organizations

Some of the potential organizational forms would
•

require participation, at least in the organization

stages, by 100% of the affected landowners, while some

would require only a majority of the registered voters or
•

a certain percentage of the affected real property. Some

of the available organizations could be created on a one-

time basis for the the construction of the proposed works,
•

while others would have perpetual existence in order to

collect taxes or assessments for the purpose of redeeming

construction bonds, or to maintain installed improvements.

The method of control varies with the type of

organization. Some organizations would be directly under

the control of a majority of the affected landowners; some

would be subject to control either by a Board of Directors

selected by the landowners or by the County Board of

•
	 Commissioners; and some would be controlled directly by

the Board of County Commissioners. 	 In terms of options

available for funding, some organizations have multiple

•	 option while others are limited to only one option.

The best vehicles for accomplishment of the type of

project envisioned by a Foredune Management Plan are the

•	 following:

•
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•
	 (1) Corporation for Flood Control (ORS Chapter 554)

The non-profit corporation provided for in ORS

Chapter 554 is created much like an ordinary non-profit

• corporation with a Board of Directors and fairly broad

corporate powers. This option has the advantage of

keeping maximum control within the hands of the affected

• landowners.

Every owner of land must participate in the creation

of the corporation. Once the corporation is created and

• the Board of Directors is installed, direct participation

by each land owner is not necessary, although each

landowner would continue to have the power to oversee

• operations. The directors would have authority to impose

assessments against all of the affected properties for the

purpose of paying for necessary improvements, operation

• and maintenance. The corporation, not the individual

landowners, would be liable for law suits, thereby

protecting the assets of the individual owners.

• (2) Diking District (ORS Chapter 551)

The special feature of a diking district is that it

has much of the characteristics of an ordinary local

• improvement district. It is created essentially on a one-

time basis for the construction of a specific project and

would ultimately be dissolved upon completion of the

• project. It also has the advantage that it can be created

•
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•
	 upon a petition of one-half or more of the owners of the

affected lands.

The landowners can petition the county Board of

•
	 Commissioners to create a diking district to undertake the

construction of a project called for by a plan. Similar

to a local improvement district to construct a road, much

•	 or all of the engineering and supervision of construction

would be subject to the approval of the county Board of

Commissioners and the county's cost would be reimbursed as

part of the project's costs.

The disadvantage of a diking district is that it

would not have perpetual existence for ongoing operation

and maintenance of the improvements.

(3) Water Control Districts (ORS Chapter 553)

A Water Control District provided for in ORS Chapter

553 has all of the powers of a local government, including

condemnation, assessments, taxation, bonding and perpetual

existence. This district is created by petition of a

certain proportion of the landowners or registered voters

within the project area. It would be subject to the

supervision of a Board of Directors elected by the

registered voters within the district, or by the county

Board of Commissioners.

The advantage of a Water Control District is that it

is useful for relative large construction and maintenance

•
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•	 projects which would continue over many years. It is,

however, too cumbersome for simple, short-term projects.

(4) County Service District (ORS Chapter 451)

•
A County Service District provided for in ORS Chapter

441 is an exclusive county operation run by the county

Board of Commissioners. This option would only be

• available if the Board of Commissioners were willing to

undertake the project, that a substantial majority of the

landowners wished to undertake the project and they were

• willing to be assessed for its costs, or large grant funds

were available to be administered by the county.

(5) Soil and Water Conservation District (ORS Chapter

• 468)

The consultants for the Nedonna Foredune Management

Study have recommended creation or involvement of a Soil

•	 and Water Conservation District, similar to the Warrenton

Dune Soil Conservation District. Tillamook County formed

such a district in 1938 which encompasses all of Tillamook

County.

Tillamook County Soil and Water Conservation District

The Tillamook Soil and Water Conservation District,
•

operating under ORS Chapter 468, is an independent

governmental subdivision of the state with its own Board

of Directors and very broad powers. They have the•
authority to create comprehensive plans and land use

•
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regulations, to own and manage land, and to construct and

maintain facilities for erosion control. The district can

have taxing powers, including the ability to levy special
•

assessments and issue special assessment improvement

bonds.

This alternative for Nedonna residents has the
•

special advantage that the Tillamook District is already

operating, it would not require any formal organization of

the landowners, and it would be around in the long term to
•

provide maintenance and supervision.

There are other particular benefits available through

the District which are not available through the other•
options listed above. State and federal grants would be

available through the State Department of Agriculture,

including technical assistance from the district or from

other state and federal agencies.

In summary, the Nedonna landowners could create among

•
	 themselves, without governmental assistance, an

association or a non-profit corporation with the powers to

undertake any necessary projects. In most cases, where

participation and agreement by the landowners to implement

a project is generally impossible, some organizational and

long-term supervisory role by the county, state or a

•	 special district has proven to be necessary.

•
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After receiving a mailed questionnaire and a

background paper that described the various alternative

management organizations, the majority of the Nedonna

•	 landowners selected the Tillamook County Soil and Water

Conservation District to serve as a long-term management

organization. The District, in turn, requested that the

•	 landowners form a homeowners association with a board of

directors, to act as a liaison between the district and

the landowners.

•
Nedonna Association of Landowners

Rather than proceed with a homeowners' association,

which is created as a non-profit corporation consistent

with the ORS Chapter 61, the Nedonna landowners chose to

establish a voluntary board of directors to serve as a

•
	 steering committee between the Tillamook Soil and Water

District and the remaining majority of Nedonna beachfront

landowners. A homeowners association requires the

•
	 adoption and imposition of articles of incorporation, and

bylaws and the declaration of covenants and restrictions.

Since this format was perceived by many individuals as too

burdensome for the scope of activities under the

management plan and the amount of responsibility

homeowners were willing to assume, the alternative,

•	 voluntary "Association of Nedonna Beachfront Property

Owners" was formed.

•
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•

	

	
During the first year, the seven member Nedonna Board

of Directors included a representative from each

neighborhood block at Nedonna. The incentive for active

participation the first year was their need to quickly

obtain signatures from property owners on local permit

applications for dune grading. After obtaining the

•	
necessary local permits, the Board next had to tackle the

more difficult problem of how the costs for grading,

beachgrass planting, and sand fence installation would be

sub-divided among residents. Since grading would occur on

private as well a public property (county road street

ends), and some individuals owned several eligible lots,

it took several meetings to develop an acceptable program.

Tillamook County paid for one-half of the cost to grade

street ends, with the homeowners contributing the

remaining share. Each property owner was then charged by

the hour for the time required to grade the foredune to

the allowed height on their property. The cost of

beachgrass likewise was assumed by individual property

owners, but the cost of sand fencing was divided in a

manner that reflected the total community benefits of the

project. Landowners on the northern half of Nedonna

agreed to pay 2/3 of the total cost, and landowners on the

southern half, where sand fencing was not required, agreed

to pay the remaining 1/3 of total cost to install the sand

•
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•	 fencing.

The Nedonna Association of Homeowners is scheduled to

meet on a semi-annual basis in the future. The group has

•	
voiced interest in pursuing a beachgrass maintenance

workshop to be held in Nedonna, writing bylaws, and

applying for grants to assist in long-term maintenance of

•	
the dunes. Most of all, the homeowners are planning to

approach the state to amend Goal 18 to allow them two

additional feet off the present dune height. Many but not
•

all of the homeowners regained ocean views.

•

•

•

•

•
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•	 CONCLUSION AND ANALYSIS

Much has been accomplished by the Nedonna foredune

grading study and resulting management plan. As many as

• fifty property owners, representing up to 60 beachfront

lots, have regained an ocean view that was once enjoyed.

Moreover, these results were achieved not by reducing

• the protective capability of the foredune system, but

through efforts to enhance these protective features.

It is still to early to tell whether the management

• program will live up to its promises in the future; lower

dune heights and at the same time maintain adequate flood

and erosion protection for residences located in foredune

• grading areas. Local government, LCDC, and beachfront

property owners have been struggling with the foredune

grading issue since 1983. The three year Nedonna project

• is a model for other coastal areas with similar problems.

Its approach has technical merit and is a fairly

successful effort to balance seemingly irreconcilable

• viewpoints. An important question for the future is

whether the tripartite relationship of LCDC and other

state agencies, local government, and beachfront homeowner

• associations can work as effectively during the

implementation (and enforcement) phase as they did during

the planning stage.

• Although programmed for completion by April, foredune

•
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• grading was delayed at Nedonna until June, 1986. One

contractor was able to complete the project in less than

two weeks; each homeowner paid costs ranging from $25.00

• to $300.00 to move sand in front of individual lots. Only

one homeowner, an owner of a vacant lot, refused to go

along with the plan and lower the dune height. On July 4,

• homeowners spread ryegrass straw to hold the freshly

exposed sand in place.

This November, in advance of the winter storm season,

• beachgrass will be planted where needed and sand fences

will be installed in order to complete the second phase of

the project.

• Because of the intensive citizen participation

efforts by the county, chiefly through newsletters and

public workshops, many homeowners were aware of the limits

• of foredune grading to restore their ocean view. All

parties involved however did not fully appreciate how even

limited grading would restore the vista of the distant

• shoreline to the north and south. This bonus, views of

Mount Neahkahnie to the north and Twin Rocks to the South,

proved to be sufficient compensation for those homeowners

• who did not regain a total ocean view.

For some individuals this was not enough. Two

property owners appear to have misunderstood the

• significance of the elevation markers fixed to their

•
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•
	 homes. When they finally realized grading could not be

done at their property, they proceeded to illegally grade

the foredune in September. The county is pursuing

•	 enforcement action against these property owners.

Since strict adherence to the standards and

guidelines within the management and foredune grading

• plans will affect its long-range success, effective and

timely enforcement is a critical ingredient of the

program. The county is hampered in these efforts by the

• lack of a full-time enforcement officer and a full-time

county counsel. The DLCD has offered legal assistance in

terms of funds to compensate the services of expert

• witnesses that might be called into court on the county's

behalf.

The difficulty of enforcement for violators of the

• grading plan could continue to be a problem for local

administrators. At least at Nedonna, enforcement would

not have been an issue if there was more flexibility in

• Goal 18 to allow lower dune heights. A source of

continuing criticism is the fact that Goal 18 specifie a

standard 4 feet above the 100 year floodplain as the

• height of graded foredunes in the state.

In some circles, the 4 foot standard appeared

arbitrary at best. The focus of much of this criticism is

• that the 4 feet was based on standards used by the Corps

•
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•
	 of Engineers for levee structures used in riverine

systems, which are a much more predictable environment. A

second criticism centered on the implications of the

•	 placement of the 4 foot standard within the text of Goal

18. The standard is presently embodied as a planning

requirement in Goal 18, to change it would require an act

•	 of the legislature. This situation has motivated some

critics to note that it would have been more appropriate

to place the 4 foot standard, or any standard for that

•	 matter, as a "guideline" under Goal 18. In this manner,

there would be more flexibility for higher or lower graded

dune heights, depending on site-specific technical

•	 analysis.

It was not the purpose of the Nedonna study to

evaluate the merits of the 4 foot standard. Anticipating

•	 the need for refinement of the 1984 foredune grading

amendments including the 4 foot height standard, LCDC has

specified in Goal 18 that these provisions will be

•	 evaluated in January, 1987.

In their review, it is hoped that LCDC will consider

replacing the present 4 foot standard with a performance

standard approach based on the results of a site-specific

evaluation of the foredune area. The factors important to

such an evaluation might include the presence of shoreline

•	 protective features, the minimum/maximum available dune

•
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•	 width, wind and wave setup, and the volume of sand

available for dune management. Especially where

homeowners are willing to invest in a program to widen

•	 the foredune at a required minimum elevation, such a

performance approach may provide the necessary incentive

for homeowners to participate in dune management.

•

	

	 The fundamental problem with the 4 foot standard is

that it does not balance restrictions on dune heights

with efforts to increase the width of the foredune. The

•	 protective ability of the foredune lies both in its width

and height, also referred to as bulk. Even where the

shoreline is not protected by riprap, it will take time

for tides and storm waves to remove the bulk of the

foredune. This would allow homeowners behind a new

foredune time to install riprap, as was the case at

•	 Nedonna in 1978.

Increasing the bulk of the foredune through width is

also relevant to an increased supply of sand along a reach

•	 of shoreline. If enough sand is added or present in the

foredune, then erosion during a storm event will move that

sand offshore to form neatshore bars; it will

subsequently dissipate wave energy during future storm

events.

Wind and wave setup conditions might provide a better

•	 means for establishing minimum dune heights than the

•
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•	 current practice that is based on the frequency of a 100

year flood event of a potential magnitude. Knowing the

wind speed and patterns of the coast of Oregon, the

•	 probability of significant wave heights could be

determined and then compared to minimum dune heights and

widths along the proposed foredune grading area. The bulk

•	 of the foredune could then be modified, by adding sand

through height and/or width, to respond to the probability

of critical wave conditions along that stretch of

•	 shoreline. This approach is supported by efforts to

develop computational models in the Netherlands for the

prediction of beach and dune erosion during storm surges

Wellinga, 1983).

The recommendations of the foredune management and

grading plans might have been substantially different had

•	 there been an effort to identify such an equilibrium dune

profile for the Nedonna shoreline. The project however

was not primarily a research program. For this reason,

•	 and due to the tight time schedule imposed on the project

consultants, efforts were limited to the synthesis of

readily available information.

•	 A final note on the special case of European

beachgrass. Foredune management is dictated by effective

management of this introduced plant species from coastal

•	 Europe. In only a few locations along the west coast of

•
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•
	 North America has it not taken over entirely the foredune

zone. Although it is permanently established in Oregon,

the ultimate impact on native dune plant species and dune

•	 morphology is unknown.

With some exceptions, very little research has been

done in Oregon or North America on the management of

• European beachgrass.	 Future research on dune management

with European beachgrass should focus on the interaction of

the dune building by forces of wind, wave, and vegetation.

• Wind velocity and dune profile are considered the major

dynamic forces in the transport of sand from the beach to

the backshore. Understanding the mechanism of aeolian

sand transport along the beach and dune surface is

important in either building new dunes, or stabilizing

existing ones for shoreline protection. Local dune

• geometry, wind force, and sand-grain size control dune

erosion and deposition (Lai and Wu, 1978). Where

modeling studies have been done on these parameters, they

• have not included the role of vegetation (European

beachgrass) or structures as a component of local dune

geometry. Again, limited studies have been conducted to

• evaluate the effects of structures (houses and sand

fences) in dune areas on dune processes. (Nordstrom and

McClusky, in press).

•

•
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•
	 APPENDIX A: OREGON'S LAND USE PLANNING PROGRAM

Encouraged by the Ear-reaching effects of Oregon's

Beach Bill of 1967, which prescribed public access to all

• ocean beaches in the state, Oregon's legislators and its

governor took the initiative to promote a state land use

management program with the passage of Senate Bill 10 in

1969. Senate Bill 10 provided for the formation of a

study commission, the Oregon Coastal Conservation and

Development Commission (OCCDC), which convened in 1971 to

•	
make an inventory of the coast's resources and to develop

a model management plan.

In the meantime, while the OCCDC was conducting

public workshops to encourage public interests to

participate in selecting alternative management policies

and standards for coastal resources, the federal Coastal

Zone Management Act (CZMA) was enacted in 1972. The

following year, the state legislature enacted SB 100, a

far more complete land use bill that was designed for

compliance with the federal CZMA. More formally referred

to as the Oregon Land Use Act, SB 100 created the LCDC,

together with its administrative arm, the DLCD. LCDC, a
•

seven person commission whose members are appointed by the

governor, is the policy making body that sets the

standards for Oregon's planning program. DLCD administers
•

the program and provides professional support to LCDC.

•
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In 1975, OCCDC published their recommendations,

presented their findings to the LCDC and the legislature

and then disbanded. After 100 meetings in coastal

communities, and 32 public hearings, OCCDC's original

recommendations took final form and were adopted on

December 18, 1976 (Hildreth and Johnson, 1985).

The following year, Oregon's Coastal Zone Management

Program was certified by the Office of Coastal Zone

Management of the U.S. Department of Commerce as

fulfilling all the Coastal Zone Management Act's

requirements.

With SB 100, the state required all counties and

cities to adopt comprehensive plans and land use

regulations in compliance with standards for land use

planning. These standards were set forth in statements

formally called the Statewide Planning Goals. The first

fifteen Goals were adopted by the LCDC at the end of 1975.

The final four Goals, corresponding to OCCDC's

recommendations, were adopted in December, 1976. These

last four Goals are collectively referred to as the

"Coastal Goals".

Once a county or city submits their Comprehensive

Plan and land use regulations to the state, LCDC reviews

the plan for consistency with the Goals. If approved by

LCDC, the Comprehensive Plan is considered in

•

•
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•	 "acknowledgement with the Statewide Planning Goals." The

incentive for acknowledgement to cities and counties is

that after acknowledgement, local governments need only

•	
consider their own local policies and ordinances; the

statewide goals are no longer applied to every land use

decision.

The cornerstone of Oregon's coastal management

program is the local comprehensive plan. Once the

comprehensive plan is acknowledged by the LCDC, the

comprehensive plan is the ruling document for all land use

decisions by all units of government. A key provision of

SB 100 is that comprehensive plans be coordinated with

affected units of government at all levels - local, state

and federal. Likewise, the programs of state agencies

shall also be consistent with the Statewide Planning
•

Goals.

Although many state agencies are involved in Oregon's

planning process, two agencies are central to managing
•

development in beach and dune areas; the Division of State

Lands and the Parks and Recreation Division of the

Department of Transportation.•
The State Fill and Removal Law is administered by the

Division of State Lands. This law and implementing

•
	 regulations contain specific requirements for shoreline

stabilization projects, and other alterations. Under the

•
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Fill and Removal law, the Division of State Land's

jurisdiction extends to the banks and beds of all waters

of the state, including the Pacific Ocean. This overlaps

•	
with jurisdiction of the Parks and Recreation Division

under the Ocean Shore Protection Law.

The Ocean Shore Protection Law governs all
•

improvements constructed on the "ocean shore", which is

defined as the zone extending from extreme low tide

landward to a surveyed line known as the "beach zone
•

line".

Under State Land Use Planning Law, in issuing permits

under the Fill and Removal Law and the Ocean Shore
•

Protection Law, these two agencies must act in accordance

with the statewide Land Use Planning Goals relevant to

shoreline development; the four coastal goals.•
The four Goals which set standards for planning and

management of coastal resources include: Goal 16.

•
	 Estuarine Resources; Goal 17, Coastal Shorelands; Goal 18.

Beaches and Dunes; and Goal 19, Ocean Resources. These

Coastal Goals are considered somewhat more specific than

•
	 the first 14 Goals because they detail planning as well as

implementation requirements.

Goal 18, Beaches and Dunes, sets planning standards

•
	 for development on various types of dune landforms.

Development on active foredunes and other dune areas

•
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•

	

	
subject to ocean flooding is prohibited by Goal 18. The

implication of this requirement for beachfront landowners

can be viewed as follows.

•	 If a building permit was issued prior to January 1,

1977, which is the date when the Coastal Goals became

effective, then Goal 18's prohibition would not apply. If

•	
a building permit for development of a lot located on an

active foredune was issued after January 1, 1977, then

Goal 18's prohibition would apply.
•

	

	
In Tillamook County, if a building permit was not

issued prior to January 1, 1977, but the individual lot

owner demonstrated intent to develop his property through
•

documented permit applications, contract obligations, or

purchase agreements (for example a purchase agreement for

a shorefront protective structure), then Goal 18 would
•

still apply. However, approval of a building permit could

be granted, based on a demonstrated intent to build prior to

January 1, 1977, and provided that other provisions of the
•

Goad were met.

One other important provision of Goal 18 requires

that•
"Local governments and state and federal agencies
shall base decisions on plans, ordinances and land
use actions in beach and dune areas, other than older
stabilized dunes, on specific findings that shall
include at least:•
(a) The type of use proposed and the adverse effects

•
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•
	 it might have on the site and adjacent areas;

(b) Temporary and permanent stabilization programs
and the planned maintenance of new and existing
vegetation;

(c) Methods for protecting the surrounding area from
any adverse effects of the development; and

(d) hazards to life, public and private property,
and the natural environment which may be caused by
the proposed use."

•	
The basis for many county decisions on development of

beach and dune areas is a site investigation report, which

is prepared by either a geologist, soil scientist, or

•	
engineering geologist, and must be supplied by the

developer when making an application for a building permit

to the county. The criteria for the site-investigation

report are generally included in a county's development or

zoning ordinance.

In addition, Goal 18 requires local governments and
•

state and federal agencies

(1) to regulate actions in beach and dune areas to

minimize the resulting erosion;
•

(2) to protect the groundwater from drawdown;

(3) to issue permits for beachfront protective

structures only where development existing on January 1,
•

1977; and

(4) to allow foredune beaching only to replenish

sand supply in interdune areas on on a temporary,•
emergency basis.

•
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DUNE GRADING PERMIT 1986-87 	 APPLICATION NUMBER:
• DATE:

Nedonna Beach Residential Subareas
C- Park Street Area:	 County Park to Park Street
D- Riley Street Area:	 Park Street to Riley Street
E- Western Street Area: Riley Street to Western Street
F- Sunset Street Area: Sunset Street to Lake Street

• G- Wayside Area:	 Lake Street to South end of Nedonna

APPLICANT:
Legal description, Subarea

•	 Name
Code 	

Address 	
Phone

1. FOREDUNE MANAGEMENT RESIDENTIAL SUBAREA 	•
LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF ELEVATION MARKERS:

Name	 Address	 Lot/Block	 Description	 Elevation

H.N.Dry 25 Beach Dr. 	 2/25	 Nail on SW
	 0

corner house

3. MANAGEMENT SUBAREA REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (From:
Nedonna Beach Foredune Management Plan):

Crest Grading, Foreslope Shaping, Beachgrass Planting, Sand
Fencing, etc.

County provides this information.

4. DESCRIPTION OF GRADING REQUEST: If Plan allows, grading crest
of foredune torequired hei ght first year. Replanting beachgrass
as required first and second year. Sand fencing north of Western
Street as required first year. Foreslope shaping second year.

MONITORING REQUIREMENTS: County provides this information.

•
I certify that the information in this application, to the best
of my knowledge, is complete and accurate. I further certify that
I possess the authority to undertake the activities described
herein and understand that only completed applications will be

• reviewed. Additional information such as an elevation survey may
be required.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT 	 DATE 	

SIGNATURE OF CONTRACTOR 	 DATE 	

•

•

CONTRACTOR:

•



•

•

Section 3.085: BEACH AND DUNE OVERLAY ZONE (BD)

(1) PURPOSE: The intent of the Beach and Dune Overlay Zone is to

manage development uses and activities in beach and dune

areas in order :

(a) to ensure the protection, restoration, and conservation
of beach and dune natural resources;

(b) to reduce the hazards to human life and property
resulting from both natural events and development
activities in Beach and Dune areas;

(c) to provide for dune grading and sand stabilization in
foredune areas where an overall plan for managing foredune
grading can be developed without reducing the capacity of
such dunes to provide protection from flooding and erosion;

(d) to establish guidelines and criteria for the assessment

• of hazards resulting from beach and dune processes and
development activities in Beach and Dune areas.

(2) AREAS INCLUDED:

(a) The BD zone is based on information contained in the

• inventory of beach and dune landforms of Tillamook County,
prepared by the Soil Conservation Service and published in
their 1979 report, Beaches and Dunes of the Oregon Coast.
The dune areas mapped in the inventory are identified in the
Goal 18 (Beaches and Dunes) Element of the Comprehensive
Plan.

(b) This overlay zone includes the following areas,
identified and defined in the SCS report noted in (a) above:
(1) beaches, (2) active foredunes, (3) conditionally stable
foredunes which are subject to ocean undercutting or wave
overtopping, (4) interdune areas that are subject to ocean
flooding, (5) deflation plains, (6) younger and older
stabilized dunes, and (7) conditionally stable open sand
areas.

(3) CATEGORIES: The results of the SCS inventory can be
summarized into three Beach and Dune categories:

(a) CATEGORY (1)- DEVELOPED BEACHFRONT AREAS: Active
foredune areas where an Exception to Goal 18 allows
development on the active foredune. These areas are
described in Section 5A of the Goal 18 Element of the
Comprehensive Plan.

(b) CATEGORY (2)- FOREDUNE MANAGEMENT AREAS: Active foredune
areas where an Exception to Goal 18 allows development on
the active foredune and an overall management plan is
approved to allow foredune grading. The management plans for

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

these areas are contained in Section 5B of the Goal 18
Element of the Comprehensive Plan.

(c) CATEGORY (3)- OTHER BEACH AND DUNE AREAS: Beach and dune
areas committed to resource protection or recreational use,
and non-recreational dune areas identified as older
stabilized dunes or coastal terraces.

(4) ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS: Uses within the BD zone are
subject to the provisions and standards of the underlying
zone and of this section. Where the provisions of this zone
and the underlying zone conflict, the more restrictive
provisions shall apply.

(a) PERMITTED USES

1. Residentia/ and Commercial Development

(a) Residential development and commercial and
industrial buildings are permitted only on lots or
parcels located in Developed Beachfront and
Foredune Management Areas or where development
existed as of January 1, 1977.

(b) Oceanfront buildings shall be located as far
landward of the crest of the active foredune as is
physically or economically feasible to achieve an
ocean view from the structure. At a minimum,
structures shall be setback in line with the
westernmost foundation of dwellings on adjoining
lots or parcels.

(c) Residential structures in active foredune areas
shall be constructed so as to minimize the future
need to remove inundating sand.

(d) Building heights shall be measured from the
existing grade. Only in Foredune Management Areas
shall additional fill be allowed on an oceanfront
lot, provided the applicant can demonstrate that a
structure located on the existing grade will not
provide an ocean view, and that the provisions of
Section 3.060 (Flood Hazard Overlay Zone) are met.

2. Accessory Structures and Uses

(a) Accessory structures regulated by this section
include, but are not limited to, towers for
communication facilities, garages, greenhouses,
signs, boardwalks, windbreaks or other fences, and
solar energy or wind energy conversion systems..

(b) Accessory structures shall be placed where there
will be minimal interference with prevailing wind
and sand distribution patterns.

01:1	 Pace2
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•

•

(c) No accessory structures shall be permitted on
crest areas of active foredunes, except for
boardwalks.

(d) All accessory structures shall comply with the
provisions of Section 5.040, General Provisions
Regarding Accessory Uses. Accessory structures
placed seaward of the state beach zone line may
require approval of the State Parks and Recreation
Division.

3. Private Beach Access

•
(a) Boardwalks and pedestrian footpaths to the beach

shall be permitted in all dune areas, except where
restricted in Foredune Management Areas.

(b) Off-road recreational vehicle use in dune areas

•
shall be permitted in Sand Lake Recreational Area.
Motor vehicles registered to operate on public
highways and roads shall be allowed to travel on
beaches where posted by the State Parks and
Recreation Division. Operation of motor vehicles
at other beach locations will require a Vehicle

•
Permit (ORS 390.668) from State Parks.

(c) In Foredune Management Areas, where heavy use of
public easements or rights of way destablizes dune

areas on adjoining private property, signs may be
placed at landward entrance points to encourage

•
the use of alternative public access points. Signs
shall be subject to review by the Foredune
Management Authority, Tillamook County, and the
State Parks and Recreation Division.

Beachfront Protective Structures

(a) For the purposes of this requirement,
"development" means houses, commercial and
industrial buildings, and vacant subdivision lots
which are physically improved through the
construction of streets and provision of utilities

to the lot.

Lots or , parcels where development existed as of
January 1, 1977, are identified on the 1978 Oregon
State Highway Ocean Shores aerial photographs on
file in Tillamook County.

(b) Beachfront protective structures (ricrac and other
revetments) shall be allowed only in Developed
Beachfront Areas and Foredune Management Areas,
where "development" existed as of January 1, 1977,

•

0

0
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

or where beachfront protective structures are
authorized by an Exception to Goal 18..

(c) Proposals for beachfront protective structures
shall demonstrate that:

(1) The development is threatened by ocean erosion
or flooding;

(2) Non-structural solutions can not provide
adequate protection;

(3) The beachfront protective structure is placed
as far landward as possible;

(4) Adverse impacts to adjoining properties are
minimized;

(5) Existing public access is preserved; and

(6) Construction standards in Section 3.140 (17)
are met.

(d) Beachfront protective structures located seaward
of the state beach zone line (ORS 390.770) are
subject to the review and approval of the State
Parks and Recreation Division. Because of some
concurrent jurisdiction with the Division of State
Lands, the Parks Division includes the Division of
State Lands in such beach permit reviews.

(e) The State Parks and Recreation Division shall
notify Tillamook County of emergency requests for
beachfront protective structures. Written or
verbal approval for emergency requests shall riot
be (liven until both the Parks and Recreation
Division and the county have been consulted.
Beachfront protective structures placed for
emergency purposes, shall be subject to the
construction standards in Section 3.140(17).

7. Beach Log Removal

(a) Drift log removal from beach areas seaward of the
state beach zone line is subject to the approval
of the State Parks and Recreation Division. The
Parks Division shall notify the county of all
requests for driftwood removal from Non-State Park

• Beaches, including requests for emergency permits
to remove driftwood.

(b) USES AND ACTIVITIES PERMITTED CONDITIONALLY

•	
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1. Public Beach Access

• (a) New public beach access points shall be allowed
where identified in Tillamook County's Public
Access Program to Coastal Shorelands, contained in
the Goal 17 (Coastal Shorelands) Element of the
Comprehensive Plan.

3. Sand Mining and Mineral Extraction

(a) Sand mining and mineral extraction shall only be
permitted outside Developed Beachfront or Foredune
Management Areas.

(b) Sand mining shall be permitted in other beach and•
dune areas only where a geological investigation
establishes that a historic . surplus exists at the
site, and the mining will not impair the bach and
dune processes near the site, including ground

•
water circulation and littoral drift. Sand mining
operations seaward of the state beach zone line is
subject to the approval by the State Parks and
Recreation Division (ORS 390.725).

4. Dredged Material Disposal

• (a) Shoreland disposal of dredged material shall be
allowed only at acceptable sites identified in
County Dredged Material Disposal Plans, contained
in the Goal 16 Element of the Comprehensive Plan,
unless the disposal is part of an approved ocean

•
beach nourishment project.

(b) Beach nourishment projects shall be designed to
either offset the effects of active erosion or to
maintain a stable beach profile.

• (c) Proposals for a beach nourishment • project shall

demonstrate that:

(1) No new buildable upland is created;

(2) The grain size and chemical characteristics
of the material proposed for beach nourishment are
substantially similar to the substrate in the
beach nourishment area; and

(3) Erosion of dredged material from the beach
nourishment area does not result in adverse
impacts either to significant shoreland habitat
areas identified in the Goal 17 Element of the
Comprehensive Plan or to nearby estuarine areas.

(c) SPECIAL P , TIVITIES PERMITTED WITH STANDARDS

•

• Pages



•

•

•

•

•

•

1. Foredune Breaching

(a) Definition- In areas subject to ocean flooding,
foredune crest excavation one foot below the base
flood elevation constitutes foredune breaching.

(b) Foredune breaching shall be allowed in
recreational beach and dune areas solely to
replenish sand supply to interdune recreational
areas.

In non-recreatiOnal areas, foredune breaching
shall be allowed only on a temporary basis for
emergency purposes, such as fire control and the
alleviation of flood hazards or other disaster
conditions. Foredunes may be breached for
emergency vehicle access, only after it can be
demonstrated that temporary access cannot be
accomplished by the use of a fabric ground cover
in combination with a crushed rock overlay. Such
construction materials (rock l fencing,etc.) shall
be removed following restoration of breached
foredunes.

(d) Breached foredunes shall be restored and
stabilized using permanent dune stabilization
techniques, immediately following alleviation of
emergency conditions. At a minimum, foredunes
shall be restored to the pre-existing dune
profile.

2. Foredune Grading

(a) Definition- Foredune grading means the alteration
a foredune, by mechanical redistribution or

p71v7 of sand, which results in a lower or more
uniform dune height. Foredune grading, unlike
foredune breaching, does not increase the
potential for ocean flooding at the site.

(b) Foredune grading shall be permitted only in
Foredune Management Areas or in Developed
Beachfront Areas. In these areas, grading shall
be allowed only for siting a permitted use, for
removing sand that is inundating a structure
allowed by the underlying zone, or for dune
restoration purposes where recornmeded in Foredune
Management Plans. Sand graded from foredune lots
shall be relocated either to the beach, to low and
narrow dune areas on the site, or to alternative
beach and dune areas.

•

•

•

(c)
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(c) Foredune grading to remove inundating sand shall
be permitted only if there is no feasible or
reasonable alternative method of sand removal.
Inundating sand shall be disposed of seaward of
existing structures and distributed in a manner
that shall not impact adjacent dwellings. Areas
graded between November and April shall be
replanted with european beach grass. If grading
occurs between the months of May and October,
temporary stabilization measures, such as mulching
with ryegrass straw or matting shall be employed.

(d) Foredune grading to maintain ocean views shall be
permitted only in Foredune Management Areas,
according to Foredune Grading Plans included in
the Goal 19 Element of the Comprehensive Plan.
Grading in foredune crest areas shall only be
allwed where the dune elevation is more than four
feet above the base flood elevation. At a minimum,
Foredune Grading Plans shall describe standards
for redistribution of graded sand by identifying
low and narrow dune areas suitable for dune
restoration, define the appropriate timing for
grading actions, and outline requirements for
future monitoring.

3. Sand Stabilization

(a) Definition- Sand stabilization is a program to
stabilize a dune area against the effects of
excessive wind or water erosion, by either
planting appropriate vegetation alone or in
conjunction with the placement of sand fences.

(b) Sand fences for the creation or restoration of
foredunes shall be permitted in FOredune
Manacement Areas according to specifications in
Foredune Mansuement Plans.

(c) In other dune areas, proposals for, sand fences

shall demonstrate that:

(1) Sand fences will be located landward of the
state zone line.

(2) The sand fences will be orientated parallel
to the beach and located approximately 30 feet

apart.

(3) Existing public access is preserved.

Sand fences proposed seaward of the state zone line
shall meet the approval of the State Parks and
Recreation Division.

Pade7
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(d) In residential yards, fire-resistant vegetation,
such as purple beach pea, is recommended as a
preferred vegetation in order to minimize fire
hazards.

(5) SITE DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS: All development within the

•
Beach and Dune Overlay zone shall comply with the following
standards and requirements.

(a) General Development Criteria

1. Groundwater and Deflation Plain Areas:

•	
(a) No filling or draining of deflation plain wetlands

identified as significant wetlands in the Goal 17
Element of the Comprehensive Plan shall be
al/owed.

(b) The filling or draining of other deflation plains
may be permissible if it can be demonstrated that
the activity will riot lead to the loss of
stabilizing vegetation, a deterioration of water
quality, or the intrusiuon of salt water into
water supplies.

(b) Prior to the approval of development using
groundwater resources, a hydraulic analysis
report shall demonstrate that groundwater
withdrawal will not lead to the loss of
stabilizing vegetation, a deterioration of water
quality, or the intrusion of salt water into
water supplies.

Land Grading Practices:

No excavations for residential and commercial site
development shall be done earlier than thirty(30)
days prior to the start of construction.
Following the completion of major construction,
excavated areas shall be stabilized. At a
minimum, the site shall be stabilized within
nine(9) months of the termination of major
construction.

(b) All sidehill roads and driveways shall be built
entirely in cut areas, unless adequate structural
support is provided for fill.

(c) Excavated, filled or graded slopes in dune areas
shall not exceed 30 degrees in slope. All surplus
excavated material shall be removed off-site to a
location where it will not constitute a hazard.

•

(a)
•

•
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(d) Land grading proposals shall demonstrate that the
removal of vegetation shall be limited to what is
necessary to place buildings, or to install
utilities.

3. Drainage and Erosion:

(a) Temporary measures shall be taken to control

• runoff and erosion of soils during all phases of
construction. Storm water (roof and footing
drains) shall be intercepted by closed conduits
and directed into adjacent drainageways with
adequate capacity to prevent flooding of adjacent
or downstream properties.

(b) Plans for temporary and permanent stabilization
programs, and the planned maintenance of
restabilized areas, shall be provided by the
applicant for areas disturbed during site
preparation. At a minimum, areas proposed for

• removal of native vegetation shall be identified
on building plans and if approved, they shall be
replanted within nine(9) months following the
completion of major construction.

(b) Beach and Dune Hazards Report

1. A Hazards Report shall be required prior to the approval
of development within the Beach and Dune Overlay zone,
except for the following:

(a) mobile home placement permits;

(b) building permits for accessory structures;

(c development in older stabilized dunes, unless
the area is a locally known hazard area based
cc, 1 eviderc ccf rAs+ occurrences;

(d) building permits for residential structures in
the Developed Beach front Areas, where findings
are provided in the Comprehensive Plan.

The Hazards Report shall include the results of a
preliminary site investigation and where recommended in the
prFliminary report, a detailed site investigation.

2. Preliminary Site Investigation

(a) The purpose of the Preliminary Site Report is to
identify and describe existing or potential
hazards in areas proposed for development. The
report shall be based on site inspections
conducted by a qualified person, such as a

•

•
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•
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geologist, engineering geologist, soil scientist,
civil engineer, or coastal oceanographer.

(b) The Preliminary Site Report shall either recommend
that a more detailed site investigation report is
needed to fully disclose the nature of on-site
hazards or it shall conclude that known hazards
were adequately investigated, and recommend
development standards for buildable areas.

(c) The Preliminary Site Report shall include plan
diagrams of the general area, including legal
descriptions and property boundaries, and
geographic information as required below::

(1) Identification of each dune landform
(according to either the Goal 18 or SCS system of
classification);

•
(2) History of dune stabilization in the area;

(3) History of erosion or accretion in the area,
including long-term trends;

(4) General topography including spot elevations;

(5) Base flood elevation and areas subject to
flooding, including flood areas shown on the NFIP
maps of Tillamook County;

(6) Location of perennial streams or springs in

• the vicinity;

(7) Location of the state beach zone line;

(S) Location of beachfront protective structures
in the vicinity;

(9) Elevation and width of the foredune crest.

(10) Land grading practices, including standards
for cuts and fills and the proposed use and
placement of excavated material.

Elevations shall relate to the National Geodetic
Vertical Datum of 1929, NGVD.

3. Detailed Site Investigation

(a) The purpose of a Detailed Site Investigation is to
fully describe the extent and severity of
identified hazards. Such investigation shall be
required either where recommended in a Preliminary

•

•

•



Site Report or when building plans, including
grading plans for site preparation, were not
available for review as part of the preliminary

site investigation.

The Detailed Site Report shall be based on site
inspections or other available information and
shall be prepared by a qualified person, such as a
registered civil engineer or engineering
geologist.

(b) The report of a Detailed Site Investigation shall
recommend development standards to assure that
proposed alterations and structures are properly
designed so as to avoid or recognize hazards
described in the prelimimnary report or as a
result of separate investigations. The report
shall include standards for:
(1) Development density and design;

(2) Location and design of roads and driveways;

(3) Special foundation, desi g n (for example spread

footings with post and piers), if required;

(4) Management of storm water runoff during and

after construction.

4. Summary Findings and Conclusions. The Preliminary and
Detailed Site Reports shall include the following summary

findin g s and conclusion:

(a) The proposed use and the hazards it might cause to
life, property, and the natural environment;

(b) The proposed use is reasonably protected from the
described hazards for the lifetime of the
structure.

(c) Measures necessary to protect the surroundin g area

from any hazards that are a result of the proposed

development;
I

(d) Periodic monitoring necessary to ensure
recommended development standards are implemented
or that are necessary for the long-term success of

the development.

(6) PERMIT PROCEDURES:

(a) A county Development Permit shall be obtained prior to
sand mining, beach nourishment, foredune grading, or
proposals for beachfront protective structures and sand
fencing within the Beach and Dune Overlay Zone.



(b) Applications shall be made to the Planning Director
• Department of Community Development, on forms prescribed by

Tillamook County.

(c) An appeal of the ruling by the Planning Director
regarding a permit requirement of this section may be made to
the Tillamook County Planning Commission pursuant to Section
10.020.

•

•

•
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